
 by Karrie Jones on 2018-03-13

I’ve been going to the dentist on a regular basis for most of my life and got more
complete information than I ever have. The staff is knowledgeable and friendly - I feel
confident in their care.

NPS:

 by Roy Infalvi on 2018-03-13

great staff & Doctor

NPS:

 by Janeen Wright on 2018-03-09

Erieview Dental is the best. The staff there is friendly, and they call you by name
every time you come in. They are responsive and listen to your needs, and they do a
great job. I highly recommend Dr. Greenfield.

NPS:

 by Deborah Leikala on 2018-03-07

Considering I went in for the dreaded root canal, it was a very good experience! Cristy
was so pleasant as usual and Dr Thomas was so considerate on my comfort, no pain
whatsoever! I'm sorry I didn't get the gals names who assisted Dr Thomas but they
were great as well!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-03-07



A++++++

NPS:

 by Cindy Troglin on 2018-03-06

Everytime I go they are all courteous and explain the insurance

NPS:

 by Dana* Baca on 2018-03-04

They havie a caring thoughtful staff, that dies it best to make sure its as oain free as
possible.

NPS:

 by David Neumann on 2018-03-01

Peggy was absolutely wonderful! She is such a kind woman that provides a lot of
information about what's going on with you're teeth. Thank you again and I hope she
gets the recognition she deserves.

NPS:

 by Meredith Wahl on 2018-03-01

Both my daughter and I go to Erieview, and all of the staff is wonderful! They're
professional and friendly, and so good at putting my 4 year old at ease.

NPS:

 by Megan Lange on 2018-02-23



The staff was very friendly. They are very welcoming of new patients.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-02-15

Peggy and Dr Z are great

NPS:

 by Kathleen Thompson on 2018-02-14

Peggy and Dr. Thomas were so nice and explained everything. The positive attitude
from the reception to the end step of leaving was wonderful!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-02-07

Dr. Greenfield and his staff are wonderful. Explained everything and came up with a
care plan for me. Very gentle,I had a root canal done. No pain or discomfort.

NPS:

 by Christa Craven on 2018-02-07

Peggy is awesome!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-02-06



Erieview Dental always gives the best and most timely service around. The
employees are not only good at their jobs, but are pleasant and willing to answer
questions and concerns.

NPS:

 by Aaron Cherr on 2018-02-05

I had a great experience from start to finish. They were ready with my paperwork
when I arrived and my appointment started on time. The hygienists were very
professional and the dentist explained everything clearly and was very friendly and
knowledgeable. I was able to leave with all of my questions answered and payment
was quick and efficient.

NPS:

 by Frank Bordelon on 2018-02-01

Friendly, courteous and efficient !

NPS:

 by Brian Gralewski on 2018-02-01

Always very professional and very nice

NPS:

 by Kenneth Gladyszewski on 2018-01-31

My wife and I have been going to Erieview for years and are very satisfied with the
overall experience.

NPS:



 by Aria Bordelon on 2018-01-31

Extremely professional and friendly staff. Makes it a very pleasant experience for my
5-year-old. She looks forward to going to see Dr. George.

NPS:

 by Thomas Frakes on 2018-01-30

Dr. Thomas was very attentive to my issues and took care of it correctly the first time.
He has always been a very good dentist through the last 16 years.

NPS:

 by Thomas Greene on 2018-01-24

Knowledgeable and friendly staff is extremely helpful and caring. I would highly
recommend them to anybody.

NPS:

 by Laura Dalheim on 2018-01-23

It’s always a great experience at Erieview!

NPS:

 by Harold Waldron on 2018-01-16

Dr. Thomas and his staff did a very good job with the Novocaine,cavity preparation
and filing material. Each time I receive treatment it seems as though each treatment
is getting easier and looking better with long term results.

NPS:



 by Jonathan* Hudson on 2018-01-16

Appointment ready for me on arrival. Friendly and professional service performed,
next scheduled appointment made while there, and follow-up survey and
pre-appointment insurance questions answered.

NPS:

 by Caitlin Caldwell on 2018-01-12

I felt very taken care of by Dr Greenfield im so thankful for his time he is very
thourough in explaining things and listening. He has a great deal of patience and
humility and it truly makes you feel comfortable! I feel less scared and like im in safe
hands with Dr Greenfield.

NPS:

 by Gary Greben on 2018-01-12

Dr Thomas and all of his support staff have provided me with EXCELLENCE in every
respect. I could not be any happier with my experiences.

NPS:

 by Wendy Copley on 2018-01-10

The entire staff was pleasant and friendly, the Dr is amazing and patient, and explains
everything he does so I'll understand. This last appointment was the first time pain
free, my entire family loves the staff and Dr's.

NPS:

 by Anthony Marut on 2018-01-09

Great people that do a great job!



NPS:

 by Michael Mather on 2018-01-09

Staff was very friendly and professional.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2018-01-05

Gentle, thorough, and personal communication and care provided by ALL staff
members. I voluntarily travel 30 miles for my visits

NPS:

 by Doug Harrison on 2018-01-04

Drs and staff are professional and friendly.

NPS:

 by Robert * Remington on 2018-01-04

Always very happy with my treatment!

NPS:

 by Giselle Felice on 2018-01-04

enjoy the friendly and helpfulness of the staff

NPS:



 by Carmine Baker on 2017-12-20

Great to visit all the wonderful folks at Erieview, you are just as carring as family. See
you in June.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-12-20

The staff is all wonderful.

NPS:

 by Kathleen* Hudson on 2017-12-19

Jessica is always so pleasant and does an excellent job cleaning my teeth. Christy at
the front desk is always pleasant. I am pleased with the dental care and the way Dr.
Greenfield shows concern and care for the well being of my dental health.

NPS:

 by Benjamin Hietanen on 2017-12-19

Great as always. Love the text alerts and being able to confirm appointment there.

NPS:

 by Tia Corder on 2017-12-19

Everyone from the front desk to the dentist is wonderful! It is refreshing knowing that
you are being taken care!

NPS:



 by Annette Ciotti on 2017-12-14

Everyone is friendly and the care is great

NPS:

 by Jane Acker on 2017-12-13

Dr. Z and Peggy provide great exams, and the receptionists are top-notch, friendly
and helpful!

NPS:

 by Stephen Butsko on 2017-12-13

Pleasant and professional staff.

NPS:

 by Tyler Schimpf on 2017-12-07

Great!

NPS:

 by Donna Horvath on 2017-12-06

My last visit to Erieview Dental was exceptional as always. Dr. Thomas and
colleagues are professional and out of the ordinary when it comes to treating and
solving your dental problems. They always make you feel relaxed and at ease. Thank
you for your excellent work!

NPS:



 by Anon on 2017-12-05

Great caring staff!

NPS:

 by Christine* Leyda on 2017-12-03

Great team

NPS:

 by Lillian Garry on 2017-12-03

Always courteous and prompt, and comprehensive in dental care.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-12-03

Staff is wonderful here! Friendly and quick service.

NPS:

 by Mark Brenizer on 2017-11-22

As always, the staff was friendly, and helpful. The doctor was awesome as well.
Actually enjoyed my visit very much.

NPS:

 by Bryan Flanigan on 2017-11-22



Fast efficient and the highest quality. The Practice sets a treatment tempo with our
family to fit what we can afford. We have friends and family that are great dentists and
we still maintain exclusive use of Erieview Dental.

NPS:

 by Roy Clark on 2017-11-21

very present and caring

NPS:

 by Anna Greenspan on 2017-11-21

Professional knowledgeable and patient.

NPS:

 by Ellen Hungerford on 2017-11-15

Always the greatest!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-11-14

Friendly, caring and extremely informative staff.

NPS:

 by Frank Jr. Bordelon on 2017-11-14

Very professional.



NPS:

 by Lita Andrews on 2017-11-10

Always friendly and nice. Great hours.

NPS:

 by Richard Hogan on 2017-11-07

Excellent as always

NPS:

 by Craig Richey on 2017-11-07

Dr. Greenfield and staff are top notch.

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Carovac on 2017-10-31

Your all awesome. Great care.

NPS:

 by Creston Corder on 2017-10-31

everyone there is very nice and knows there job - keep up the great work - thank you

NPS:



 by Kenneth Sutherland on 2017-10-24

Erieview Dental has achieved a good balance in their scheduling of patients so as not
to make their patients wait unnecessarily. The office staff is friendly, courteous and
professional. Dr. Greenfield is so gracious and concerned with the patient's welfare
and care, and maintains what seems to be in the best interest of the patient. The
attending staff are very caring as well as friendly and professional. I appreciate the
advance reminders of upcoming appointments.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-10-19

Always greeted with a smile and kind words. Staff is professional and make you feel
right at home.

NPS:

 by Gary Orloff on 2017-10-18

Dr. Thomas and his helpers Carri & Amy did a great job putting the cap back on my
molar ! Very pleased Gary Orloff

NPS:

 by Jane Murphy on 2017-10-13

Great reception service, friendly hygienist Peggy, and pleasant experience with the
Dentist Dr. Thomas.

NPS:

 by Matthew Orris on 2017-10-10

Got me in same day I called for a tooth problem I was having. Also got me in to see
their oral surgeon the same day. Really appreciated it!



NPS:

 by Gregory Cooley on 2017-10-05

Overall good care

NPS:

 by George Catavolos on 2017-10-05

As always super positive experience.

NPS:

 by Michelle* Johnson on 2017-10-04

Best dental office ever!

NPS:

 by Ginny Bordelon on 2017-09-27

Last review I gave. I didn't notice the star rating. So it registered as a 1 star. This time
I am giving them a 10 star rating. To make up for it. Once again everyone was so nice
and upbeat. I had no pain from start to finish and afterwards. From the doctors to the
staff everyone cares about your health. Thank you again for being so gentle.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-09-26

Staff was pleasant, informative and timely. Thanks!

NPS:



 by Leslie Brown on 2017-09-21

Friendly employees and knowledgeable doctor

NPS: N/A

 by Keeva Hamilton on 2017-09-17

The whole staff is outstanding and very polite. They are very friendly and I would refer
a family members and friends to go there for good care.

NPS:

 by John* McCoy on 2017-09-14

Have a good day Lol

NPS:

 by Robert Mieden on 2017-09-12

My hygienist was AWESOME!

NPS:

 by Donna Horvath on 2017-09-02

My experience with Dr. Thomas and his assistants is always exceptional! The office is
very accomodating in being able to see me on short notice and they take all the time
needed to explain and answer my questions. I feel very confident about my dental
care with this practice and wouldn't think of changing! Thank you, Dr. Thomas and
Peggy and everyone that makes sure I am well taken care of!



NPS:

 by Patricia Louden on 2017-09-01

Everyone is friendly and make you feel comfortable

NPS:

 by Jason Price on 2017-08-29

Excellent service and professionallism!!

NPS:

 by Lina Trexler on 2017-08-24

Love the people at Erieview.

NPS:

 by Jenna Spivak on 2017-08-22

Dr. Greenfield and staff were wonderful. They took the time to talk to me about my
concerns and issues. Everyone was extremely friendly and professional.

NPS:

 by Bradley Briskey on 2017-08-18

EXCELLENT

NPS:



 by Janet Rozick on 2017-08-15

3 Hours, but necessary to achieve a better smile. Even the temporary crown is shch
an improvement. Can't wait for the permanent one. From Dr Thomas , Carrue and the
rest of the staff, could not have been treated better.

NPS:

 by Cynthia Kennedy on 2017-08-12

Everyone is very pleasant. The workmanship is outstanding. Very accommodating for
dental emergencies. For someone with a lot of dental issues I am confident I will be
treated with honesty and respect.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-08-11

I never thought I'd say this about a dentist, but I seriously love Erieview. Dr.
Greenfield is a great person, and his staff is always caring and friendly.

NPS:

 by Darel Taylor on 2017-08-10

Excellent

NPS:

 by Nina Butsko on 2017-08-10

Gentle and friendly dental care, everyone is so nice

NPS:



 by Terry Boerner on 2017-08-08

Great, friendly service, comfortable and efficient. Thanks to Peg and Dr Greenfield

NPS:

 by Ginny Bordelon on 2017-08-08

You are greeted with a smile from the time you walk into the office till you walk out.
Starting with the front desk, office personal, staff and doctors. They let you know your
treatment, procedure, cost and have financing available. They have updated
equipment and sterile conditions. What more can you ask for ?

NPS:

 by Corinne Eckel on 2017-08-02

Staff and dentist were very caring and friendly. I was vacationing and they were so
kind to see me the same day.

NPS:

 by Giselle Felice on 2017-07-31

From the moment you walk in you are greeted in a friendly manner ! Staff always
seems caring

NPS:

 by Richard Schutz on 2017-07-28

Awesome. The receptionists and hygienists and Dr. Greenfield are the best in the
business. What an amazing group of people

NPS:



 by Thomas Greene on 2017-07-20

Fantastic service, friendly and efficient staff!

NPS:

 by Roxane Durant on 2017-07-18

Immediately attentive when I had a dental emergency and made arrangements for an
oral surgeon so my problem was solved on the same day! Good technique on
novacaine administration-minimal discomfort. Always on time. I've been going there
about 10 years, and even though I have moved, I drive the extra distance to go there.
I have never been pushed for unnecessary work, nor upsild on cosmetics. I have full
faith in them.

NPS:

 by Hunter Grabski on 2017-07-17

Peggy was wonderful as usual! So great with my four-year-old!

NPS: N/A

 by Cynthia Elliot on 2017-07-14

Always greeted by my name. The entire staff is so kind and friendly. My sons and I
have been going to Erieview for years and have always had a good experience.

NPS:

 by Cathy Davis on 2017-07-14



Dr. Greenfield was very personable. Still frightened of the dentist and second
guessing my decision.

NPS:

 by Stacey Kern-Fowler on 2017-07-11

Kathy was so patient and nice during my nearly 2.5 hour visit. The staff are always
friendly and helpful.Oh and I love Dr Seth!

NPS:

 by Robert * Remington on 2017-07-07

As always; I was very pleased.

NPS:

 by Charlotte Mazur on 2017-07-07

Always friendly, concerned and they do a fantastic job!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-07-06

Everyone was very friendly and efficient.

NPS:

 by Stefanie Tsengas on 2017-07-06

My dental cleaning and service was excellent!!



NPS:

 by Marilue Brunstetter on 2017-07-06

Wonderful place. Very personable and professional. I actually enjoy going to the
dentist!

NPS: N/A

 by Debra* Corbus on 2017-06-30

Always accommodating to my needs, welcoming, gentle, thorough and very skilled at
their dentistry! Happy to be their patient!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-06-29

Great experience for my little guy!

NPS:

 by David Whitmore on 2017-06-29

Dr. Greenfield was extremely informative and ensured that I had a thorough
understanding of my options, costs, and what insurance would and would not cover. It
was a very pleasant experience compared to other dentists I've encountered.

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Lansing on 2017-06-28

efficient, friendly, personal service.



NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-06-23

excellent!!!!!

NPS:

 by Jackson Helfer on 2017-06-21

Wonderful staff! Dr. Thomas is amazing. I'm so happy with our care here.

NPS:

 by David Tressler on 2017-06-17

Had an appt for a crown and filling, after grinding tooth Dr. Greenfield said there was
enough tooth base left to just do a filling no need for a crown, saved me at least a few
hundred dollars, he is not in the practice just to make money.

NPS:

 by Cindy Troglin on 2017-06-15

Every six months I get my teeth cleaned and have never had a bad experience.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-06-08

staff very helpful in guiding me to make decisions based on what insurance would
cover. Dr Seth is great!

NPS:



 by Katie Hawkins on 2017-06-08

The hygienist and Dr. Greenfield are very thorough and explanatory. I appreciate how
they evaluate the progression of my dental care and help me to make better decisions
regarding my dental health.

NPS:

 by Christine* Leyda on 2017-06-08

Painless .Super friendly. Kind

NPS:

 by Tia Corder on 2017-06-07

This is by far the best dental office I've been to! Peggy Miguet and Dr. Greenfield are
very gentle and professional! The whole staff is super friendly and make you feel
comfortable during your visit! Very clean office and nicely organized. I will definitely
recommend this place to my family and friends!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-06-04

The lady I had was very nice but she was a little rough on the teeth and gums. Not
gentle.

NPS:

 by Deborah Ryan on 2017-06-04



Dr Greenfield and the staff are extraordinary. Thank you for making time for my
emergency visit and as busy as you were on Saturday of all days you made me feel
like I was the only person in the office. There are no words to express my admiration
for this team of professionals.

NPS:

 by Creston Corder on 2017-06-02

My bottom back tooth was broken - it was fixed correctly with no problems - I can now
chew food on both sides - another great job by the doc and his team. If only some
Buckeye tickets would come my way...LOL

NPS:

 by Tyler Schimpf on 2017-06-02

Everyone is fantastic.

NPS:

 by George Hadden on 2017-05-26

Excellent

NPS:

 by Melissa* Shrestha on 2017-05-25

Excellent, my dentist Doctor Greenfield is excellent. He is so nice and so smart. He
will work with you and do whatever is most convenient for you, offering x-rays at our
next visit or fine with upcoming x-rays from other clinics. He is so excellent I would
rather keep all of my services there and cohesive with Erieview. He is very good and
patient. I am so happy this is my dentist. The office is also wonderful. They seem to
be the greatest with working with you to not only take care of your health but save
money. A simple short regular update form just before my visit, all I had to do was
circle "Y" to the insurance change and Christie took care of everything from there.



She was perfect and it couldn't have worked out better. My hygienist is also very
professional and personable. I liked her style and it was confident in her knowledge
and work ethic. She was also very cool to talk to. She does a quality job fast.

NPS: N/A

 by Richard Hogan on 2017-05-25

Fantastic as usual. Prompt and efficient service with welcoming staff. Dentists and
hygienist are the best.

NPS:

 by Gianna Tyrrell on 2017-05-25

Love the staff and Dr Thomas. They always do a fantastic job.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-05-22

Thank you! You were available when I needed you!!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-05-18

Everyone at Erieview Dental is so nice, professional and efficient. My husband and I
have been with Erieview for 14 years and are very pleased with the care we continue
to receive.

NPS:

 by William Sr.* Gudowicz on 2017-05-18



The care is excellent. Dr. Greenfield and his staff are friendly , knowledgeable and do
a great job. My only complaint is that I am usually taken 10-20 minutes after my
scheduled time which is just a pet peeve of mine. Very minor all things considered.

NPS:

 by Mary Lee Roberts on 2017-05-17

Peggy does a wonderful job, and I always have so much fun with her.

NPS:

 by Joyce Russo on 2017-05-10

When I leave the office, I wonder why I ever worried about my appointment. The staff
is helpful and courteous, and Doctor Greenfield is simply the best. I speak as a
person who has been to a lot of dentists. He is better than all the rest.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-05-10

Excellent staff that provides great care. Would recommend to anyone in search of a
Dentist.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-05-09

Great service & fast, one day repair of my dentures.

NPS:



 by J Harry* Kucsma on 2017-05-09

Quick.friendly. service

NPS:

 by Joel Tyrrell on 2017-05-05

Dr. Thomas and company always take the time with me to provide the best care.

NPS:

 by Kevin Koch on 2017-05-05

Grear

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-05-05

Excellent. Great Customer Service. Thank you!

NPS:

 by Karen Alston on 2017-05-03

Staff was pleasant and seemed to care about their jobs and customers

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-05-02

The hygentist was kind, patient and gentle in performing my cleaning. Would
recommend!



NPS:

 by Ron Arnett on 2017-04-29

Dr. Thomas is resolving some dental issues that I have. My dental issues are
complicated. Dr. Thomas has formed a Plan to methodically rebuild my SMILE

NPS:

 by Tobin Hawes on 2017-04-21

Pleasant, based on experiences with other dentists, that says it all.

NPS:

 by Kenneth Sutherland on 2017-04-18

Friendly, courteous, professional service.

NPS:

 by Jeffery Ruddle on 2017-04-14

Staff is friendly and professional and took time to explain procedures throughout the
visit.

NPS:

 by Stacey Kern-Fowler on 2017-04-05

All the staff is no nice. Jessica, my hygienist, gave me a great tip to help me brush
softer--brush left handed, and WOW it really does make a huge difference! Thanks
Jess!



NPS:

 by Diane Briskey on 2017-04-05

Excellent staff. Very friendly and professional at the same time. Always feel
comfortable for my visit. Would highly recommend to anyone looking for a dentist!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-04-03

Fantastic Group!

NPS:

 by Ron Arnett on 2017-04-02

Dr. Thomas is always able to handle any tough Dental situations. Thanks Doc !!

NPS:

 by Joseph* Thistlewood on 2017-03-30

Proffesional and friendly

NPS:

 by Rachael Slotta on 2017-03-28

Good job!

NPS:



 by Erinn Slotta on 2017-03-28

Excellent job!

NPS:

 by Anthony Mazzocco on 2017-03-23

On time- -everything as advertised

NPS:

 by Mary Ellen Infalvi on 2017-03-23

My experience as always was fantastic. Love Dr. Greenfield, Kathy and all the staff. I
use to be so afraid of the dentist and now I'm just afraid of the price not the
experience LOL just kidding.

NPS:

 by Emily Yelyn on 2017-03-21

Comfortable, clean, bright. Both DR Greenfield and the Hygenist always make my 11
year old daughter feel very comfortable. They give parents great feedback.

NPS:

 by Lina Trexler on 2017-03-09

I love all the staff at Erieview Dental. The staff are concerned that I do not suffer any
discomfort and do not make you wait any longer than needed.

NPS:



 by Scott McCabe on 2017-03-08

It went very good repaired damaged tooth same time of cleaning speeding service
was great thanks

NPS:

 by William Jr. Jenkins on 2017-03-07

Jessica is awesome and the lady that works the front.. I think Kristi? She's super nice
and helpful :)

NPS:

 by Aaron Taylor on 2017-03-07

Wonderful Experience! Jessica did a great job and Erieview always makes me feel
like I'm family. They greet you by name as soon as you walk through the door and
always make you feel valued and welcome.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-03-04

Peggy was my hygienist on my recent visit. She is excellent at what she does. She's
personable and knowledgeable, and she does a great job at making me comfortable
while cleaning my teeth. I also appreciate the fact that she is able to clean my
sensitive gums without causing me pain or much bleeding. I can't recommend her
more!

NPS:

 by Peter Sr Gregel on 2017-03-02

Always great care



NPS:

 by Harold Waldron on 2017-03-01

Reception was friendly and informative.Kristen I believe advised me all that she was
doing and did an excellent job of providing information and explaining the insurance
approvals etc...An excellent job of cleaning and X Rays were given Dr. Thomas
appeared to be very understanding and informative.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-03-01

Very good experience. New to area and was referred to this group. Pleased overall.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-03-01

Very welcoming for my first visit. Received excellent care and review for future care.

NPS:

 by Robert Mieden on 2017-02-28

Kristen was awesome - professional and skillful

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-02-24

Everyone is friendly kind and very helpful answers all your questions and makes you
feel at ease Dr Thomas is very gentle makes sure you dont feel any pain



NPS:

 by Barbara * Wiget on 2017-02-23

Peggy is awesome and a great hygienist! The staff is always so pleasant and helpful.
Dr. Greenfield has cared for my family for over 14 years and we are very pleased with
his skill and care.

NPS:

 by Linda Velardo on 2017-02-23

Always feel like I'm treated like family.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-02-22

Excellent services! Would recommend to everyone.

NPS:

 by Pam Nelson on 2017-02-21

Had a good appointment with Dr. Thomas and his assistants...I had some soreness
on my gums but feel a lot better today. Thank you for making me feel better about my
smile!

NPS:

 by Rebecca * Kucsma on 2017-02-21

As always friendly and professional great care taken for comfort of you the patient



NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2017-02-19

Friendly Staff, Dr Greenfield took time to explain everything. Very impressed.

NPS:

 by Maryann Sterl on 2017-02-19

From the receptionist to the dental hygienist to the dentist it's spectacular!! Always a
great experience! Highly recommend. Very professional and high quality of care all
around.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-02-16

Great people and great service

NPS:

 by Selby Brannon on 2017-02-14

My experience was very good. Dr. Thomas and the staff did exactly what I expected
and the cost was less than the quote. I am retired and that is important to me. All of
the people I met with were genuine and showed great care. A very pleasant
experience.

NPS:

 by Bryan Flanigan on 2017-02-09



Quick friendly and professional, Always helping me fit needed dental care into my
budget

NPS:

 by Tim McGrath on 2017-02-08

I had a very nice visit . Everyone that i met that day made me feel comfortable and
that's not easy to do with me. Over all a great experience.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-02-08

Great staff and Dr. Greenfield was excellent.

NPS:

 by Yixin Feng on 2017-02-06

Great cleaning experience and wonderful staff.

NPS:

 by Noreen Rendi on 2017-02-03

Peggy is a wonderful caring and knowledgeable hygienist and the staff is very friendly
,I also want anyone who has a disability to wTch and shadow Dr. George Thomas
because he is an amazing Dentist and person.

NPS:

 by James Balzano on 2017-02-01



Had a filing done on my front tooth. Estimate from 3 months ago was correct in price.
Procedure was quick and painless. Highly recommended.

NPS:

 by Barbara* Trauger-Querry on 2017-02-01

This was the first time Kristen cleaned my teeth. She did a great job. I don't recall
anytime my teeth felt as clean as they do this time. She is friendly and shared good
information in a kind way. She is great! I hope she is the person that I see next time.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-01-27

Very nice people gentle on the mouth

NPS:

 by Robert Curtis on 2017-01-19

Always fun getting my teeth cleaned at Erieview !

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-01-18

I love Erieview Dental. The only thing that makes me uncomfortable, at every visit,
being pressured about x-rays. I choose to limit my exposure to radiation as much as
possible. I start feeling a little anxiety a few days prior to my visit, knowing I will have
to have this conversation again, at every cleaning. I wish they would just respect my
wish without the polite dress down. Besides that, I love the Dr. And the hygienist, and
recommend them to everyone that's looking for a Dentist.

NPS:



 by Roxanne Lucci on 2017-01-18

very friendly and knowledgeable staff. Always very clean and Im taken in promptly. Dr
Thomas is a warm ,calm and experienced dentist. My hygeintist is also very good

NPS:

 by Thomas Greene on 2017-01-11

Very friendly, thorough, and professional. They also play great music.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-01-11

Fantastic work, friendly and caring staff.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2017-01-09

Awesome as usual

NPS:

 by Richard Hogan on 2017-01-06

Fantastic as usual. Peggy the Hygienist is great. Dr Thomas is always honest and
explains everything very well. The office staff and assistants are also great and
efficient.

NPS:



 by Jane Acker on 2016-12-30

I have had very good experiences atErieview dental. The people are pleasant,
courteous, efficient and offer good suggestions for better health.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-12-28

Routine exam went well with friendly Hygenist,, thorough examination of mouth, and
explanation via camera-ready visual on tooth condition needing attention.

NPS:

 by Dennis Slotta on 2016-12-28

Friendly & professional staff. Dr. Thomas is a detail oriented dentist who cares about
the comfort of his patients.

NPS:

 by David Fox on 2016-12-28

Awesome team of very kind professionals!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-12-19

Everyone at Erieview Dental is friendly and welcoming. I had a bad experience at
another dentist that made me really nervous to even get a cleaning, but the hygienist
was great. She told me before starting each step, explained what she was doing and
why, and was generally friendly and kind. Normally, my teeth ache after a cleaning,
but this time they didn't. I could tell throughout the process that she made an effort to
be gentle and careful while cleaning my teeth. The dentist was great too. He



explained everything I needed done. took the time to carefully examine my teeth and
offer advice, didn't push me to get anything done, and was professional and friendly.
I've recommended my family to Erieview and will definitely keep them as my dentist.

NPS:

 by Melissa* Shrestha on 2016-12-19

I'm so happy with our dentist. He is very smart and a good person. He has been the
family dentist for years, I recently came back from having been out a couple of years
with a change of insurance plan and to save money, when I came back I realized how
truly excellent this dentist really is and how fortunate I am to have him.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-12-14

Great, friendly staff!

NPS:

 by Mary Theresa Arcaro on 2016-12-13

Dr. Thomas and his staff are absolutely wonderful.

NPS:

 by Gary Liebel on 2016-12-13

Was in and out very timely and professional at all timed

NPS:

 by Peggy * Orloff on 2016-12-09



As usual, everyone was friendly and professional.

NPS:

 by Lina Trexler on 2016-12-09

I always love Erieview Dental. All the people are so sweet. I will recommend and have
recommended Erieview to friends. Thanks for everything.

NPS:

 by Sandra Soeder on 2016-12-08

GREAT

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-12-06

Excellent dental work by caring professionals.

NPS:

 by Christine* Leyda on 2016-12-04

The team at Erieview Dental are the best.

NPS:

 by Ginger Nero on 2016-12-04

The staff is friendly and proffessional. They are very caring and gentle, they make the
experience as pleasant as it can be!.



NPS:

 by Annette Ciotti on 2016-12-01

Always a pleasant visit. Highly recommended

NPS:

 by Jeffery Smith on 2016-11-30

Efficient, professional and friendly

NPS:

 by Michael Fees on 2016-11-29

Great group

NPS:

 by Sandy Flanigan on 2016-11-23

I like the relationship with Dentist Dr Greenfield, Front Desk Staff , and Peggy. It feels
like a family reunion with the benefit of healthy sparkling teeth. My husband and adult
children also love this Dental practice. Dr Thomas and his family treated us to
Beverages at the Quail Golf Club as a great surprise, and one of my husbands most
memorable golf matches was with Dr Thomas and his son at Madison Country Club.
no Practice will ever win us away from Erie view Dental !

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-11-23

Peggy is the answer to a job done right.



NPS:

 by James Hauska on 2016-11-22

The Erieview Dental staff and Dr. Thomas are, as usual, very preasant and
professional.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-11-16

Very plesent

NPS:

 by Kathleen Sterbenz on 2016-11-16

Great experience! Walked out with a smile inside and out.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-11-15

Excellent

NPS:

 by Dennis Slotta on 2016-11-11

Excellent work. Professional and friendly staff.

NPS:



 by Christine Gramley on 2016-11-10

Peggy cleaned my teeth with no pain to me very understanding and helpful always on
top of what needs to be done I love going there

NPS:

 by Ben Bosserman on 2016-11-08

Always friendly and high quality service.

NPS:

 by Jonathan Libava on 2016-11-06

Always excellent care!

NPS:

 by Kevin Koch on 2016-11-04

Very good straightforward

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-11-04

Everyone at Erieview is caring and competent.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2016-11-03

I've been going to Erieview Dental for three years now and I see Dr. Greenfield. The
care I receive is excellent!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-11-03

Always a pleasure, front desk is welcoming, hygienists are wonderful and thorough,
doctors are knowledgeable and friendly.

NPS:

 by Mark Brenizer on 2016-10-31

Excellent as usual.

NPS:

 by Becky Delbridge on 2016-10-25

Very friendly office! Always running on time and very quick and efficient. Would
recommend to anyone looking for a new dental office.

NPS:

 by Robert Lang on 2016-10-19

As usual the staff was friendly fun and professional. There is not enough space on
this web page to say all the good things about Doctor Thomas and his staff. I always
know I am being well taken care of, almost like family. Some of the people I have
known for years and they are always willing to take what ever time they need to help
me with an insurance issue or scheduling or fitting me in if I have an urgent problem.
There are some times new faces who assist Doctor Thomas but I am never worried
because he only hires top notch people to work for him. On the very rare occasion
that I bring the doctor a problem that requires another expert in the field I am always



confident that I am being referred to someone who is very knowledgeable and up to
date with the latest technology. Prices are reasonable and you get the work of a
perfectionist on every aspect of care from any of the Erieview Dental staff. I came to
Erieview Dental at least ten years ago and my teeth and gums were a mess. Over the
years Doctor Thomas worked out a long term plan which took care of the most
serious problems and the most painful problems first and then the lesser problems
and the more cosmetic problems. He also straightened out my wife's crooked teeth
with a new technique called Invisilines which gave her a beautiful smile to go with her
beautiful face. He has always tried to schedule projects on a timely basis so as to
work with any insurance you have on a long term plan. He also offered us Care Credit
when the insurance could not cover something or other. I really can not say enough
about how highly I regard Doctor Thomas and his staff. I am now 61 years old and I
still have all my teeth and a very good maintenance plan which includes scheduled
cleanings, the electric tooth brush that was recommended, the shower mounted water
pic floss device that was recommended and doctor's periodic examinations. Since I
have come to know and trust him my quality of life has literally improved a great deal.
That is the honest truth. I thank God I found a dental practice like this one when I did.
It is truly a blessing to have the kind of care I get from this facility and the caring
people who work there.

NPS:

 by Christina Martinez on 2016-10-18

Great experience!!

NPS:

 by Michael* Durrant on 2016-10-16

Everyone is nice, they keep you well informed, great job overall.

NPS:

 by Christopher Bertone on 2016-10-16

Very satisfied.

NPS:



 by Jeffery Ruddle on 2016-10-14

Staff is professional and polite. In the chair shortly after completing patient update
form. Very pleasant experience, as always.

NPS:

 by Dennis Slotta on 2016-10-11

Professional & friendly staff.

NPS:

 by Douglas* Leikala on 2016-10-05

What a "GREAT" group of people. For someone who "NEVER" really liked going to
the dentist, I look forward to all my visits. I've been with Erieview for years.

NPS:

 by Irene Linsky on 2016-10-05

I have been a patient at erieview dental for around 25 years. Everyone is always
professional, friendly, and courteous. I'm probably one of the few who loves going to
the dentist!! One of the reasons for that is because the staff treats you so well!!
Thanks so much for that. Excellent work, excellent associates.

NPS:

 by Constance Tsengas on 2016-10-04

Erieview Dental is the best!! Love Dr. Thomas and the staff!!!

NPS:



 by Mark Brenizer on 2016-09-29

My visit to Erieview Dental was totally awesome as usual. Always is.

NPS:

 by Shawna Riley on 2016-09-28

Was seen on time and staff was very friendly

NPS:

 by Ellen Bibeault on 2016-09-20

They are FANTASTIC!!! From the minute I called the office I felt that I was going to be
well taken care of and Dr. Thomas and his staff did not disappoint! I have avoided the
dentist for so many years and knew I needed help, the team at Erieview Dental takes
great care of me. It seems like everyone knows what the other is thinking because for
the times that I have been there things run so smoothly. I have already given your
name out to my family and co workers, I tell them that I'm usually not one to write a
review or refer people for professional service since people favor different things
however 've made an exception....I want EVERYBODY to know how wonderful Dr.
Thomas and his team are. Let them take care of you, you won't be disappointed!

NPS:

 by George Catavolos on 2016-09-16

Review for Peggy Miguet

Beyond excellent as usual.

NPS:

 by Jennifer Weinbrecht on 2016-09-15



Review for Peggy Miguet

At Erieveiw Dental, the staff is always friendly! They spend the time to take
good care of my mouth. Cleaning is gentle and careful, and I leave my
checkup feeling relaxed with happy teeth.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-09-13

Review for Seth Greenfield

very good for a first time appt.

NPS:

 by Patricia Louden on 2016-09-03

Review for George Thomas

As someone who is very apprehensive about going to the dentist I knew I
needed to go and a friend recommended dr. Thomas and I'm glad I went
and I will continue to go and get my teeth and mouth healthy everyone was
very kind and I would definitely recommend anyone to go see dr. Thomas

NPS:

 by Catherine Calhoun on 2016-09-03

Review for Jessica Buttari

Great place very friendly

NPS:

 by Richard Hogan on 2016-08-30

Review for Peggy Miguet



Fantastic as usual.

NPS:

 by Victoria Mennenga-Coller on 2016-08-25

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr. Greenfield is the best !

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-08-25

Review for Temporary Hygienist

The worst cleaning I've had in the four years I've been going to Erieview.
Peggy was on vacation and I was given a sub for my cleaning. I think her
name was Natalia. She was polite but very aggressive when cleaning and I
left with my mouth in a lot of pain, just from a routine cleaning. I bled a lot
over the course of the visit, which does not usually happen. Over the years I
have referred many people to Erieview, and I will continue to do so, but I
would not recommend this hygienist.

NPS:

 by Diana Hogya on 2016-08-24

Review for Jessica Buttari

Had my teeth cleaned. Jessica did a great job.

NPS:

 by William Jr. Jenkins on 2016-08-24

Review for Jessica Buttari



Love my girl Jess!

NPS:

 by Gustavo Martinez on 2016-08-19

Review for Peggy Miguet

People there is very friendly and professional,

NPS:

 by Joan* Biller on 2016-08-18

Review for Peggy Miguet

Happy with all of my care and so glad to have a great hygienist!

NPS:

 by Rebecca * Kucsma on 2016-08-16

Review for Peggy Miguet

Great as always

NPS:

 by Konstantine Tsengas on 2016-08-16

Review for Jessica Buttari

Excellent service.

NPS:



 by Stephen Ellis on 2016-08-12

Review for Peggy Miguet

terrific. nice competent people

NPS:

 by Sheila Hynes on 2016-08-12

Review for Peggy Miguet

Awesome!

NPS:

 by Dennis Concoby on 2016-08-04

Review for Peggy Miguet

Caring and through

NPS:

 by Egidio Lunardi on 2016-08-02

Review for George Thomas

Great dental facility. I strongly recommend it to anybody looking for quality
and highly professional approach to an intimidating part of the American
health system.

NPS:

 by Debra* Corbus on 2016-07-24

Review for Seth Greenfield



Dr. Greenfield and his staff are wonderful--professional, caring, gentle,
knowledgable, patient and willing to explain procedures, and friendly....thank
you!!!

NPS:

 by Sean Stewart on 2016-07-21

Review for George Thomas

Incredible organization. Professional from the moment I walk through the
front door...heck...even before I walk through the door with the new text
message reminders! The man who once dreaded the Dentist chair is now
made to feel more comfortable than I could ever imagine thanks to Dr.
Thomas and the wonderful team at Erieview Dental. Keep Smiling...haha!
Sean Stewart

NPS:

 by Mary Theresa Arcaro on 2016-07-18

Review for George Thomas

The dentist and staff are wonderful! I would recommend Erieview Dental to
everyone!

NPS:

 by Timothy Winter on 2016-07-18

Review for Seth Greenfield

Very friendly and explained every detail that would be involved in the
procedure ahead of time as well as while they were going through it.

NPS:



 by Monica * Barker on 2016-07-14

Review for George Thomas

A BIG thank you to Dr. Thomas and staff for a very comfortable experience
with my last visit. Dr.Thomas' concern for my comfort is always evident.
Reminding me to relax etc. was a big comfort to me. Thanks to all! Monica
Barker

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-06-29

Review for Peggy Miguet

I was extremely nervous to come to the dentist after several years, but
Peggy and Dr. Thomas couldn't have been better. Put me at total ease
while explaining the reality of my situation. Everything you could possibly
want in dental hygiene.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-06-24

Review for Seth Greenfield

Friendly staff that sat down and took their time!

NPS:

 by Constance Sutherland on 2016-06-18

Review for Seth Greenfield

Wednesday evening I was having dental pain. It seemed to be getting
worse. I called Thursday morning and was able to see Dr. Greenfield that
day. As always he was caring, compassionate and he took care of my
emergency. His staff is always friendly and professional. I'm so pleased to
be one of his fairly new patients. My husband is going to Dr. Greenfield too!
Thank you Erieview Dental!



NPS:

 by Irina Mikhalev on 2016-06-17

Review for Seth Greenfield

My experiences with Dr. Greenfield have always been very positive. Dr.
Greenfield takes the time to explain what needs to be done and how it will
be done. Even during the procedure, he tells me what I will feel. I have
never left Dr. Greenfield's office in pain. He is truly gifted as a dentist. His
staff have always been friendly and knowledgeable. It is a wonderful feeling
to be able to go to a dentist and have complete trust that everything will be
OK.

NPS:

 by Linda Cater on 2016-06-17

Review for George Thomas

Everyone is so professional and nice! I have recommend Erieview Dental to
my boss.

NPS:

 by Anders Olson on 2016-06-17

Review for Seth Greenfield

Best care and staff ever! Dr. Greenfield is awesome!

NPS:

 by Reece Olson on 2016-06-17

Review for Seth Greenfield

Excellent as always!!



NPS:

 by Kenneth Sutherland on 2016-06-17

Review for Seth Greenfield

All of the staff that I have encountered during my visits have been very
welcoming and friendly. Dr. Greenfield and his support staff are fantastic.
They do their best to make you comfortable and keep the pain to the
minimum. They are very professional, friendly and supportive.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-06-16

Review for George Thomas

Great!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-05-19

Review for George Thomas

I had a new person cleaning my teeth and she was not as gentle. I'm all was
open to try new people but this time I wish I would have just stayed with
Peggy who I know will do a great job and with no pain

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-05-18

Review for Temporary Hygienist

Not up to par



NPS:

 by Sarah Byerley on 2016-05-17

Review for Jessica Buttari

Caring and Professional

NPS:

 by James Bozeman on 2016-05-17

Review for Jessica Buttari

My first visit to this practice was quite good. In spite of a scheduling miscue
they were able to proceed with my appointment. The teeth cleaning came
out great and the exam by Dr Greenfield was very thorough. Based on what
I already knew he was spot on with his assessment and recommendations. I
appreciated that his "let's make haste slowly" approach was in sync with my
own views. Based on my new patient experience I am comfortable that I
chose well and look forward to a long relationship with this practice.

NPS:

 by Keeva Hamilton on 2016-05-13

Review for Peggy Miguet

the staff is always pleasant and wonderful

NPS:

 by Aaron Greenspan on 2016-05-12

Review for Seth Greenfield

excellent service. professional and kind staff!



NPS:

 by Paola Cichocki on 2016-05-12

Review for Peggy Miguet

Very friendly and very informative and everything they were doing

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-05-09

Review for Peggy Miguet

The staff is always super friendly and accommodating. They are patient and
gentle with me and my daughter.

NPS:

 by Thomas Tamborski on 2016-05-08

Review for Seth Greenfield

VERY DISPOINTED!!! My dentures never did work right! Cracked at least 3
times. Poor quality or wrong info to the lab. Now you want me to pay to have
them fixed???!!. NO WAY!!! A good dentist would have offered to fix them
free or replace them free. I'd rather go to a different dentist that would do
them fight the first time. Imagine the referrals if my work was done better.
Not 3 times to fix a crack! Tom Tamborski. (440-724_6871)

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-05-05

Review for Peggy Miguet

Always a pleasure to see my dental family.



NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-05-03

Review for George Thomas

Excellent staff, first-rate care, and the doctor provides the best one-on-one
care I've ever experienced in the dental field. Highly recommended.

NPS:

 by Kenneth Sutherland on 2016-04-29

Review for Peggy Miguet

Going to the dentist is usually not the favored experience of the day.
However, I found everyone was very friendly and welcoming, which is such
a wonderful way to be greeted, making the visit much more pleasant. Peggy
made my visit a very good experience as that was the most comfortable
cleaning I have ever had. Dr. Greenfield was very welcoming, pleasant,
professional and thorough. He and Peggy both explained my dental
problems very well and suggested a course of action to correct those
problems. I'm still not excited about going to the dentist, but it sure makes it
easier to book next appointments with the courtesy and professionalism
displayed at your office.

NPS:

 by Ardelle* Murphy on 2016-04-27

Review for Seth Greenfield

Thank you for the wonderful service. Peggy and Dr. Greenfield were most
kind, considerate, gentle, and thorough!

NPS:



 by Anon on 2016-04-26

Review for Seth Greenfield

Everyone was super nice and helpful!!!

NPS:

 by Amy Olson on 2016-04-15

Review for Peggy Miguet

Amazing experience as always! Staff is very friendly and attentive!

NPS:

 by Mary Lucha on 2016-04-14

Review for Seth Greenfield

My Husband and I have been coming here for many yrs and everyone there
is just wonderful from the time u walk in u are greeted from the girls at the
desk and they make u feel so welcome. The hole staff there is just
wonderful they are all very professional and so caring and kind.Dr
Greenfield is just Awesome. You are all wonderful so glad we are able to
have you. Your whole staff is a great team.

NPS:

 by Jay Fromson on 2016-04-08

Review for Seth Greenfield

The staff was extremely welcoming and attentive. Dr. Greenfield defused
any concerns I may have had and handled the exam in both a professional
and caring fashion. Overall, it was an excellent visit.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2016-04-03

Review for Jessica Buttari

Clean environment, nice staff (very helpful), very little wait time for
appointments...

NPS:

 by Rubin Gutarts on 2016-04-02

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr. Greenfield and Staff are always AMAZING! They always take great care
of my family and me.

NPS:

 by George Catavolos on 2016-03-31

Review for George Thomas

Fabulous as always. Dr. Thomas and staff are the best.

NPS:

 by Mary Beth Hilborn on 2016-03-31

Review for Peggy Miguet

My visit was very positive and reassuring. There was a bit of a wait between
cleaning and seeing the doctor which extended my visit to over an hour. I
did have to ask for follow-up from work done at my last check-up regarding
help with my bite. I had expected to get this information soon after my last
visit but we had a good conversation yesterday and I hope to hear more
soon about the possibility of Invisalign.

NPS:



 by Michele* Watson on 2016-03-29

Review for Seth Greenfield

very friendly staff and dentist. highly recommend

NPS:

 by Jill * Popp on 2016-03-24

Review for Seth Greenfield

Awesome!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-03-22

Review for George Thomas

Great care for my family!

NPS:

 by Pam Koch on 2016-03-18

Review for Seth Greenfield

so far so good. My smile is getting better.

NPS:

 by Pam Koch on 2016-03-17

Review for Seth Greenfield

I'm feeling hopeful for my smile. Thank you Erieview Dental.



NPS:

 by Charlene Goodman on 2016-03-17

Review for Jessica Buttari

Always a good experience

NPS:

 by Matthew Orris on 2016-03-17

Review for Seth Greenfield

Great as always! Hard to hate going to the dentist when you come here.

NPS:

 by LaToya Scott on 2016-03-16

Review for Seth Greenfield

Great experience as always. Love Miss Peggy

NPS:

 by Yvonne* Becksfort on 2016-03-15

Review for Jessica Buttari

Everyone is very professional, personable, and friendly.

NPS:

 by Ray Kawalec on 2016-03-15



Review for Peggy Miguet

Outstanding painless procedure.

NPS:

 by Michael Hilborn on 2016-03-10

Review for Seth Greenfield

Professional and nice

NPS:

 by Kyle Trent on 2016-03-09

Review for Peggy Miguet

Great staff. Very friendly and knowledgeable. Would recommend to anyone!
Thank you again.

NPS:

 by Bryan Flanigan on 2016-03-08

Review for George Thomas

Friendly, professional, and of course consistently dependable. Erieview
Dental makes my family feel like we are in the good hands of family
members.

NPS:

 by Angie May on 2016-03-08

Review for Seth Greenfield



Was so happy the doctor Greenfield could work me in at the last minute to
check on my acute tooth problem

NPS:

 by Ginny Bordelon on 2016-03-08

Review for George Thomas

When you enter the office. The first thing you see are smiling faces. Then
you are greeted by name. The wait time is minimal. The staff and doctors
explain what they are going to do, your treatment plan and options of
payment. Nothing is a surprise ! The location is convenient !

NPS:

 by Joel Tyrrell on 2016-03-06

Review for George Thomas

My care and service was excellent. I received genuine information and
recommendations regarding my dental health.

NPS:

 by Michelle Penkowski on 2016-03-06

Review for Jessica Buttari

Very friendly , professional, detailed

NPS:

 by Kathryn Rowan on 2016-03-03

Review for Temporary Hygienist



Very friendly and professional staff, clean and modern facility, great
location.

NPS:

 by George Hanna on 2016-03-02

Review for Seth Greenfield

No kiddin' I really luv yuze gize!

NPS:

 by George Hanna on 2016-03-02

Review for Seth Greenfield

I luv yuze gize!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-03-01

Review for George Thomas

I had horrible teeth when I cam in for my consultation. They did not judge
me or make me feel insecure at all. They looked out for he best interest of
me and are helping me have the smile I have always wanted.

NPS:

 by Michael Chilcote on 2016-03-01

Review for Peggy Miguet

Nice people.

NPS:



 by Judith Fern on 2016-02-23

Review for Temporary Hygienist

The staff is amazing! From the minute you walk in the door everyone is
welcoming, professional and make you feel like part of their family. Dr.
Greenfield and his staff is simply the best.

NPS:

 by Janet Perry on 2016-02-19

Review for George Thomas

I loved how Dr. Thomas took time to explain what my situation was and the
steps needed to make corrections.

NPS:

 by Robert Mieden on 2016-02-17

Review for George Thomas

love the personal attention.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-02-16

Review for George Thomas

service was professional and exactly on time;;Dr's reviewed of my situation
was thorough and complete and explained in language that I could
understand--answered all my questions.

NPS: N/A



 by Michael Fees on 2016-02-11

Review for Peggy Miguet

I feel blessed to have such a wonderful dental team . To all my friends you
could enjoy my team as well as me

NPS:

 by Marshall Dahneke on 2016-02-11

Review for Peggy Miguet

Peggy is the best! What a great team you have Dr. Seth Greenfield!

NPS:

 by Gustavo Martinez on 2016-02-10

Review for Peggy Miguet

Very friendly and professional people. I had been a customer for more of 10
years.

NPS:

 by Constance Sutherland on 2016-02-06

Review for Seth Greenfield

I am a new patient and I would recommend Dr. Greenfield and his staff as
more than excellent. Everyone is professional and caring. They take the fear
out of going to the dentist!

NPS:



 by Terry Boerner on 2016-02-04

Review for Seth Greenfield

Great Job As Always Thanks

NPS:

 by Gregory Carter on 2016-01-28

Review for George Thomas

Staff was curtious and friendly, interested in my over all health and didn't
make me feel like just another patient. They axplain things clearly and make
sure you are comfortable.

NPS:

 by Sarah* Lansing on 2016-01-20

Review for Jessica Buttari

IT was just a routine cleaning, but I love the dentist. They compliment your
smile and the care you take of your teeth, and they never weigh you :)

NPS:

 by Craig Smith on 2016-01-15

Review for George Thomas

Love Erie view dental everyone is very nice and professional and im.truly
one that does not like going to dentist

NPS:

 by Kim Tavano on 2016-01-14



Review for Seth Greenfield

Always friendly and efficient

NPS:

 by Michelle Crain on 2016-01-12

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr. Greenfield made my visit for two fillings very pleasant. He is very
calming and professional. Within two hours I was not numb and I had
absolutely no discomfort. What a great dentist and staff. Thank you
everyone at Erieview Dental!

NPS:

 by Kenneth Hurn on 2016-01-10

Review for Jessica Buttari

Excellent treatment, Jessica was especially professional and helpful. I would
recommend erie dental to others.

NPS:

 by JoAnn Nystrom on 2016-01-07

Review for George Thomas

Very good

NPS:

 by Anon on 2016-01-07

Review for Seth Greenfield



I always feel very comfortable when I go to Erieview Dental. Everyone is so
nice and helpful, from the office staff and Dental Hygienists to the Dentist
himself. I have been going to Dr Greenfield for over 10 years and appreciate
all that he has done for me and my teeth. My teeth were in pretty bad shape
on my first visit. Dr Greenfield put a plan together as to how he was going to
approach all of the dental issues I was experiencing. Of course, I had a
choice from the options that were available and we went down that road
together. I trusted him every step of the way. Considering all of the issues I
had, I am very happy with the outcome.

NPS:

 by Renae Fairman on 2016-01-07

Review for George Thomas

No problems. Everyone is very nice and professional!

NPS:

 by Craig Smith on 2016-01-07

Review for George Thomas

Everyone was good everyone was very polite

NPS:

 by Patrick Walsh on 2016-01-06

Review for Seth Greenfield

I can't imagine a more caring, responsive and professional dental service.

NPS:

 by Robert Curtis on 2016-01-06



Review for Seth Greenfield

Always satisfied with the people and the dental work at Erieview Dental!

NPS:

 by Dennis * Calhoun on 2016-01-05

Review for George Thomas

Great as usual. In and out quickly.

NPS:

 by Cynthia Stewart on 2016-01-01

always friendly, courteous and professional

NPS:

 by Jeff Smith on 2016-01-01

Review for George Thomas

The staff was excellent, efficient and friendly. The process was smooth, with
great care taken about the comfort of the patient (me) and that all was well.

NPS:

 by Sarah Insull on 2015-12-23

Review for Peggy Miguet

I loved that they showed me my xrays and explained the anatomy and
science behind everything.

NPS:



 by Jeffery Ruddle on 2015-12-18

Review for Peggy Miguet

Pleasant, professional staff make my visits enjoyable.

NPS:

 by Richard Hogan on 2015-12-17

Review for George Thomas

Great visit as usual. Have been going here since the late 90's. Dentists,
Hygenist, and all the other staff are fantastic at making you feel comfortable
. Dr Thomas is so gentle and talented and will always make you feel at
ease. he does not do unnecessary work if you don't need it. He will explain
everything thoroughly and is very knowledgable about insurance plans.
Would highly recommend this Dental Practice to everyone.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-12-16

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr. Greenfield was wonderful during my exam and explained what needed
to be done very well!

NPS:

 by Debra* Corbus on 2015-12-16

Review for Seth Greenfield

I couldn't be happier with Dr. Greenfield and his dental assistants and office
staff!!! Friendly, warm, compassionate and highly skilled in each of their
positions! I thank each of you for your dedication and excellent work!



NPS:

 by Jonathan* Hudson on 2015-12-10

Review for Jessica Buttari

Prompt attention. No waiting and exam had me in and out quickly. Exam
was thorough and Jessica has a great chair-side manner. Doctor confirms
check-up exam completion with an analysis.

NPS:

 by Robert * Remington on 2015-12-09

Review for Seth Greenfield

Always fast, friendly and efficient.

NPS:

 by Regina Wills on 2015-12-09

Review for George Thomas

Everyone was very nice and down to earth. They explained everything they
were doing. Do not like going to the dentist but it was no bad at all. Would
recommend this dental office to anyone.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-12-08

Review for Seth Greenfield

I was seen within minutes of my arrival and had time to ask any questions
during and after treatment.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2015-12-06

Review for Peggy Miguet

Nobody likes to go to the dentist but everyone at Erieview Dental does such
a terrific job that it's worth the trip. Friendly staff and skilled Dentists and
assistants!

NPS:

 by Dennis * Calhoun on 2015-12-03

Review for George Thomas

Grwat as usual. They have a great staff there.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-12-02

Review for Seth Greenfield

My appointment went very well. Dr. Greenfield and the staff at Erieview
Dental worked together to accomplish a successful result. They always look
after their patients and make us feel as comfortable as possible. I have
been going to Erieview Dental for over a decade and have been pleased
with the care I have received.

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Lansing on 2015-12-01

Review for Jessica Buttari

Prompt replies, friendly, personal service, compassionate care

NPS:



 by Sarah Byerley on 2015-12-01

Review for Seth Greenfield

My tooth was repaired and instantly felt better. No more pain. Thank you for
the quick analysis and solution.

NPS:

 by Tora Jones on 2015-12-01

Review for Seth Greenfield

It was my first time having a root canal done and I was a bit apprehensive
about it because of all of the horror stories I had heard from different people
and the experiences they had with other dentist. Dr Greenfield was very
patient with me and talked me through everything that was going to happen
during the procedure and I must say that I didn't feel a thing during the
procedure and it was nothing like the stories I had been told. Dr Greenfield
and Staff are very professional and they make your visit with them very
personal which I appreciate very much! I wish I would have found Dr
Greenfirld years ago! He is Awesome and I highly recommend this practice
to anyone!!! Thank You guys so much!!

NPS:

 by Kathleen* Hudson on 2015-11-27

Review for Jessica Buttari

Jessica always takes great care in cleaning my teeth. Enjoy my dental visits.

NPS:

 by Joan* Biller on 2015-11-24

Review for Seth Greenfield



I always feel very comfortable going to my appointments----it's like visiting
good friends, only better because of the excellent care you provide.
Wouldn't change dentists for anything!

NPS:

 by Sheila Hynes on 2015-11-23

Review for Seth Greenfield

Excellent service. On time, efficient, friendly.

NPS:

 by Cindy Troglin on 2015-11-22

Review for Seth Greenfield

I had to have old fillings redone and a cavity filled. When they started they
put a gel in my mouth to prepare for the shot of novacain. The doctor said I
would feel a pinch when he did it. I never felt the pinch and was numb for
only about an hour total.

NPS:

 by Debbie Continenza on 2015-11-20

Review for Seth Greenfield

I had virtually no wait time. This office does an incredible job of staying on
time! Peggy does a thorough job cleaning teeth while being quite gentle. I
especially like that Dr. Greenfield is conservative in his treatment and is very
careful to do impeccable work. Everyone in the office is professional while
being friendly, making me feel comfortable while I'm there. I would
recommend this practice to anyone!

NPS:



 by Marilue Brunstetter on 2015-11-19

Review for Seth Greenfield

Great service and friendly staff.

NPS:

 by Josie Norsic on 2015-11-19

Review for Seth Greenfield

Nicest staff!!

NPS:

 by Steven Davis on 2015-11-18

Review for Jessica Buttari

Efficient, personal and thorough! Great experience!!

NPS:

 by Martin Hillyer on 2015-11-13

Review for Seth Greenfield

Very informative staff, I already purchased. waterpik.

NPS:

 by Cindy Troglin on 2015-11-11

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dentist was very friendly and informed me about a lot of things regarding my
teeth.



NPS:

 by Jeffrey Miller on 2015-11-10

Review for George Thomas

Efficient as always!

NPS:

 by Larry Hunt on 2015-11-10

Review for Seth Greenfield

The Staff was Kind, Understanding and Professional.

NPS:

 by Christine* Leyda on 2015-11-10

Review for Jessica Buttari

Erieview Dental blends professionalism and modern dentistry with a friendly
warm environment.

NPS:

 by Madonna Hutson on 2015-11-06

Review for Seth Greenfield

Always Wonderful!

NPS:



 by Marilue Brunstetter on 2015-11-05

Review for Peggy Miguet

Great staff and Drs.!!

NPS:

 by Annette Ciotti on 2015-11-04

Review for Seth Greenfield

always a good experience

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-11-04

Review for Peggy Miguet

Given an appointment reminder, appointment on time,service given in a
professional way.

NPS:

 by Craig Price on 2015-10-30

Review for George Thomas

As always your staff takes very good care of me

NPS:

 by Sandra* Stauffer on 2015-10-28

Review for George Thomas

Professional, polite, always take care of my emergency problems Very well
run office!



NPS:

 by Regina Wills on 2015-10-27

Review for Jessica Buttari

Everyone was very nice and things went fine!!

NPS:

 by Robert Kluk on 2015-10-27

Review for Seth Greenfield

Erieview Dental environment is something you would experience in a family
operated business. From the moment Christie greets you entering the lobby,
there is never a doubt they are thinking of you, the patient, as their primary
concern.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-10-27

Review for George Thomas

Quick and painless, ideal dental experience

NPS:

 by Anna Greenspan on 2015-10-21

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr . Greenfield and his team were patient knowledgeable and funny

NPS:



 by Aaron Greenspan on 2015-10-21

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr. Greenfield and his team is professional and knowledgeable.

NPS:

 by Alicia Ortiz on 2015-10-18

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr. Greenfield and the staff are great.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-10-17

Review for Jessica Buttari

Excellent Dental Office and Employees to work with for all dental problems.

NPS:

 by Barbie Francosky on 2015-10-16

Review for Peggy Miguet

My visit was top-notch..Everyone was on time..which helped with my getting
back to work. All were very well-informed..

NPS:

 by Paul Jones on 2015-10-15

Review for Seth Greenfield



Very professional and friendly service

NPS:

 by Jaclyn Tyson on 2015-10-15

Review for Seth Greenfield

They are so gentle and sweet. Thank you!

NPS:

 by Gail Erzen on 2015-10-15

Review for Jessica Buttari

Your people are great! Very nice and gentle when doing the cleanings.
That's why I've stayed with you year after year and have referred everyone I
know to you!

NPS:

 by Monica * Barker on 2015-10-14

Review for George Thomas

Your office staff, and technicians are very welcoming and warm . Dr.
Thomas is very considerate and conscientious. Thanks for all your good
work on my behalf!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-10-09

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr. Greenfield is a great dentist! He is explains the treatment options in
language you an understand. He and everybody in the office go the extra



mile to make sure you have a good experience. I recommend him
wholeheartedly!

NPS:

 by Virginia Stein on 2015-10-08

Review for Jessica Buttari

Jessica is wondee-rful. She explains things and answers all my questions.

NPS:

 by David Crain on 2015-10-04

Review for Seth Greenfield

I wear dentures and one of my front teeth came out. Thank God you were
able to get me in on the same day I called to repair it. Wonderful staff.

NPS:

 by Joan Snyder on 2015-10-01

Review for Seth Greenfield

It was great! Fun visiting with the Dr. Greenfield.

NPS:

 by Stacey Lulow on 2015-09-30

Review for George Thomas

I had the most pleasant experience at Erieview Dental. My hygienist Jessica
was super nice and made me feel so at ease. Dr. Thomas was also so nice
and continuously asked if I was comfortable. The staff is also very friendly. I
would definitely recommend them to anyone I know!



NPS:

 by Carol Jones on 2015-09-17

Review for Peggy Miguet

Competent and friendly dental care.

NPS:

 by Janita Brown on 2015-09-11

Review for Seth Greenfield

Erieview Dental is absolutely an amazing place to have your dental work
done. The staff is very personable and makes a point to get to know you on
a personal level. Rather than being treated like a patient, I'm always treated
like a friend. Hands down, best dentist office I've been to in years. Dr.
Greenfield is so patient, gentle, and professional and one of the best in the
business.

NPS:

 by Frida Greenspan on 2015-09-10

Review for Seth Greenfield

THE BEST

NPS:

 by LaToya Scott on 2015-09-10

Review for Peggy Miguet

Great experience as usual



NPS:

 by Larisa Goldman on 2015-09-09

Review for Seth Greenfield

I had a great experience as always! Staff is very friendly and carrying!

NPS:

 by Michael Hilborn on 2015-09-08

Review for Seth Greenfield

Friendly, knowledgeable, and very helpful

NPS:

 by Mark Brenizer on 2015-09-05

Review for Seth Greenfield

Awesome, as always. In all aspects.

NPS:

 by Carole Perry on 2015-09-04

Review for Seth Greenfield

Took and old smile and made it beautiful. Earsed the old wear and tear.

NPS:

 by Annabelle* Smith on 2015-09-03



Review for George Thomas

We always have a great experience at Erieview. My 6 year old asks me all
the time if we can go, even when it isn't time for a check up. They are
sensitive to her needs, and they explain everything in a way that is clear. It's
easy to make an appointment, and when we walk in, they know who we are.

NPS:

 by Annabelle* Smith on 2015-09-03

Review for George Thomas

We've always had great experiences with Eriview. The technicians on this
visit didn't seem as patient and happy as they have before. One of them (a
younger one, in training maybe?) never smiled. We didn't wait long at all in
the waiting room, but after x-rays were taken, it was a long time before the
doctor came in. He was pleasant and wonderful (as always). He listened to
my concerns and answered my questions without being dismissive. It was
still a positive experience for my 6 year old (the patient).

NPS:

 by Renae Fairman on 2015-09-02

Review for George Thomas

They are the best!

NPS:

 by Robert Eskin on 2015-09-01

Review for Peggy Miguet

Excellent care. Very professional. Always with the patient in mind.

NPS:



 by George Catavolos on 2015-08-27

Review for Peggy Miguet

As always

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-08-27

Review for Peggy Miguet

The staff was very nice and professoonal. The ofice was very clean.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-08-26

Review for Jessica Buttari

friendly, courtious, patient staff

NPS:

 by William Blything on 2015-08-20

Review for Jessica Buttari

Excellent care, highly professional

NPS:

 by Carrie* Weinman on 2015-08-15

Review for Seth Greenfield



I had 2 very sensitive teeth and after i had them filled them they felt
immediately better! Dr Greenfield and the girls that fill the teeth are very
competent and caring! Great staff! Thank you!!!

NPS:

 by Jon Luke on 2015-08-12

Review for George Thomas

First time I've been there and treated me great. Everyone was very friendly
and dr. Thomas explained everything very well to me. So glad I called them.
Looks like I found a new dentist from now on

NPS:

 by Donna Horvath on 2015-08-06

Review for George Thomas

Peggy provides an excellent cleaning experience and explaination of how to
improve your brushing techniques! Always a pleasure to work with her.

NPS:

 by Donna Horvath on 2015-08-06

Review for George Thomas

Great experience, excellent team of caring skilled individuals! They make
the appointment so easy!

NPS:

 by Kathryn Rowan on 2015-07-30

Review for Seth Greenfield



I've been going to Erieview for quite a few yrs now. Everyone on the staff is
very friendly. Even my kids, boys ages 12 and 9, feel at ease. I see Dr. Seth
Greenfield. He is wonderful! So nice and very easy to talk to. The office is
very professional and clean. I feel confident with any procedure I've had
done there.Their location is great, right by Sam's Club and Home Depot in
Mentor. I highly recommend them.

NPS:

 by Sarah Sanders on 2015-07-30

Review for Seth Greenfield

Wonderful people who do a wonderful job!

NPS:

 by Robert Kluk on 2015-07-28

Review for Jessica Buttari

The entire staff at Erieview Dental is friendly & courteous. Thoroughly
explain the options and confirm you understand the situation. And, as
always, the service comes with a healthy SMILE.

NPS:

 by Jonathan* Hudson on 2015-07-22

Review for Seth Greenfield

Friendly and professional atmosphere. People who appear to take their
work seriously.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-07-22



Review for Jessica Buttari

I have been going to Erieview Dental for 20+ years and I highly recommend
them. The staff is outstanding and you feel important as your needs come
first.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-07-22

Review for Peggy Miguet

Dr. Greenfield and his team are incredible! Gentle, professional and patient.

NPS:

 by Peggy * Orloff on 2015-07-21

Review for George Thomas

As usual, Dr. Thomas, Jessica and all Erueview Dental personnel are great.
They listen to your concerns and come up with good advice.

NPS:

 by Frank Bordelon on 2015-07-14

Review for Peggy Miguet

Friendly, courteous and knowledgable.

NPS:

 by Jennifer Kenyon on 2015-07-14

Review for Jessica Buttari

Everyone is friendly, and it is very clean.



NPS:

 by Terry Boerner on 2015-07-10

Review for Seth Greenfield

My husband and I both had pleasant and efficient care at our appointment.
Our hygienists Jess and Peg always do a great job for us and Dr Greenfield
does a thorough exam. Thank you!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-07-09

Review for Jessica Buttari

Love Jessica she's the best. Always friendly professional and does a great
job not a fan of going to the dentist but she makes it less traumatic

NPS:

 by Karen * Brenizer on 2015-07-09

Review for Seth Greenfield

Always a pleasant experience (for going to the dentist that is). I really like
that you have the same hygenist for each cleaning. That way she really gets
to know your teeth, mouth and habits. It would have been helpful to be
notified that Dr Greenfield was not going to be there in case I didn't want the
other dentist to do my exam. The front office staff is always helpful and
pleasant.

NPS:

 by Bryan Flanigan on 2015-07-07

Review for Peggy Miguet



During my visit on the 6th, I was again reminded of the quality of service
and the focus on my needs as a foundation of this Dental Practice. I
recommend Erieview Dental to my Best Friends and Family and as soon as
they go I get a followup call from them - it is always "Wonderful" If you
haven't asked for their assistance with your Dental needs, you should !

NPS:

 by Noreen Rendi on 2015-07-07

Review for George Thomas

Peggy is great and so is the rest of staff,I admire Dr.Thomas,never letting
his disability rule his world or anyone's.Thank You!

NPS:

 by Joseph * Haladyna on 2015-07-03

Review for Seth Greenfield

Erieview Dental always does an outstanding job. I would highly recommend
them to anyone.

NPS:

 by Robert* Meaney II on 2015-07-02

Review for George Thomas

Great place, good people

NPS:

 by Marija Bellow on 2015-07-01

Review for Seth Greenfield



Excellent staff, very accommodating, thorough in their work, all the dentists
are awesome!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-06-26

Review for Peggy Miguet

Top Notch! Very Caring & Professional. Took time to listen

NPS:

 by Cynthia Crnic on 2015-06-26

Review for Jessica Buttari

Dr. Greenfield has always treated me with respect and care. He and the
staff are always polite and always make sure I'm comfortable. They are also
careful to take my pet peeves into consideration-especially the cleanings!

NPS:

 by Ruthann Durrant on 2015-06-18

I love my dentist. And no, I'm not crazy. Dr. Greenfield and everyone at Erieview
Dental try to make every visit as comfortable and enjoyable as possible.

NPS:

 by Kathleen Sterbenz on 2015-06-17

Review for Peggy Miguet

As always, my dental visit was pleasant, effective and speedy. It is more like
visiting a friend than an unpleasant dental appointment. Thank you.

NPS:



 by Cathryn* Roberts on 2015-06-16

Review for Seth Greenfield

Very professional!

NPS:

 by Darla Helfer on 2015-06-12

Review for George Thomas

5 stars Always!

NPS:

 by Robert Lang on 2015-06-11

Review for Peggy Miguet

The staff is always very friendly and glad to help in any way they can with
scheduling and insurance issues. The hygienist is extremely thorough,
gentle, careful, and makes sure you understand any problems that exist or
may become a problem if not cared for properly. The dentist and all of his
staff use all state of the art equipment, and everyone is extremely
competent, friendly, and caring. Doctor Thomas does not just take care of
immediate problems. He honestly does his best to improve your quality of
life not just for today but for the patient’s entire future in any way he can. I
have been to many dentists in my 60 years of life but none have been as
professional, up to date and helpful as Doctor Thomas or his entire staff!

NPS:

 by Elsie Dickerson on 2015-06-07

Review for Seth Greenfield



Always wonderful service by Dr. Greenfield and his team! I live in Cleveland
and it's worth the drive. :-)

NPS:

 by Angela* Loehr on 2015-06-04

Review for George Thomas

Everyone is very nice and makes the dentist visit a pleasant one. Christy in
the front area always knows your name when you walk in.

NPS:

 by Pam Schafer-Jones on 2015-06-02

Review for Seth Greenfield

Although my mouth hurts I had a great experience. It is really awesome Dr.
Greenfield took his time to call and check on me hours after I had work
done. The staff is very friendly. I am really impressed with the service that
was provided to me. I hope my insurance doesn't change so I can stay with
this office. Thanks

NPS:

 by Michelle Crain on 2015-06-02

Review for Peggy Miguet

wonderful

NPS:

 by Peggy * Orloff on 2015-05-28

Review for Jessica Buttari



Dr. Thomas and staff are very friendly and accommodating. I have
confidence in Dr. Thomas's skills and expertise with all dental procedures.

NPS:

 by Laura Dalheim on 2015-05-28

Review for George Thomas

Fantastic visit, as always.

NPS:

 by David Combs on 2015-05-25

Very good experience as always

NPS:

 by Doug Harrison on 2015-05-23

Review for Peggy Miguet

I have 100% confidence in Erieview Dental.

NPS:

 by Michael Fees on 2015-05-21

Review for Seth Greenfield

As always a visit here is like going to your best friends home. The staff is
the greatest....

NPS:



 by Jeff Smith on 2015-05-14

Review for George Thomas

I had to have an emergency procedure and the staff were outstanding in
helping the process. They explained the process and worked with the
insurance company to help provide the best possible care. I would gladly
visit them again.

NPS:

 by Nicole Leavens on 2015-05-11

Review for Peggy Miguet

Great atmosphere as always!

NPS:

 by Kelly Prince on 2015-05-08

Review for Seth Greenfield

I am terrified of the dentist and suffer from panic attacks when visiting the
dentist. Everybody at erieview treated me kind and gentle. They were
patient with me and comforted me and didn't rush me. In the past when I
would go to the dentist, it was such a traumatic experience and I never went
back. Erieview is the first dentist to make me comfortable for a follow up.
These guys are hands down the best!

NPS:

 by Rebecca Rodrigues on 2015-05-07

Review for George Thomas

Well, phase one of my total treatment plan is complete, and the results were
better than expected. My confidence is so much better thanks to my new
smile, and as my treatment continues, it'll only get better. I've gotten so
many compliments on my new smile and many people asking for referral



cards. I wish I had gotten the name of the nurse or hygienist who assisted
each time I was there because I'd like to send her a card. She was so kind
and talented, I just really liked her and want to thank her as well as Dr.
Thomas for restoring my faith in dentists. lol. Thank you and I look forward
to future visits.

NPS:

 by Mary Hayat on 2015-05-06

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr. Greenfield and the team at Erieview Dental are the best! I have been
going there for over 10 years and I can't say enough good things about
them. Peggy is great and is so patient with my 5 year old. She deserves a
medal! Thank you Erieview Dental!

NPS:

 by Virginia Stein on 2015-05-05

Review for Jessica Buttari

Jesssica cleans my teeth and I love her. She does a wonderful job! Dr. Seth
is my Dentist and he is great. Very professional and very helpful. I always
recommend them to my friends.

NPS:

 by Sheila Hynes on 2015-05-04

Review for Seth Greenfield

Wonderful service as always

NPS:



 by April Gomez on 2015-04-25

Review for Peggy Miguet

By far this is the second best dentist office I've been to. I moved from
California last year to here in Ohio and I was afraid of not finding as good of
a dentist and their staff. Here, they are very professional, kind and
informative. I am excited to bring my family here and hope to have a long
term dental relationship with the staff here at Erieview!

NPS:

 by Virginia Pitt on 2015-04-24

Review for Peggy Miguet

I always love the friendliness and professionalism of the staff. They call me
by name and I never feel like a number. I never have to wait in waiting room
very long as they are prompt with their appointments. I am given
recommendations for my own treatment plan but in the end, it is my choice
based on my own personal preference and budget.

NPS:

 by Dan Snyder on 2015-04-23

Review for Seth Greenfield

Hi just wanted to say that every one was so wonderful and nice like the dr,
assistants, and the receptionists. I got three fillings done today and it was
pain free and preaty quick it was awesome. Im gunna highly recommend all
of my family and friends to come to u guys thank u every one for really great
service. :)

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-04-23

Review for Jessica Buttari



My first visit started off rocky but was over all ok. I arrived 20 minutes early
for my visit to fill out paperwork since I was a new patient. Even though I
was early I still waited almost 30 minutes past my appointment time. I began
to get irritated when 3 patients all arived after me and all 3 were taken in
before me. The hygenist that took me back was very nice but was sighing
continually throughout the exam which made me feel like i was an
inconvenience. The dentist that saw me was very nice, and down to earth.
He was great at explaing what his concerns for me were and what he
thought we should do. He did not try to push any products or services on me
and left everything up to me. Another issue I noticed was that no one
introduced themselves to me and didn't give me anyones name until after
my appointment when I asked the secretaries who the dentist was. I feel
that the staff was pleasant and the service was good, but I think that by
simply introducing themselves the experience would have been better. The
hygenist was good at what she did but alittle manners goes a long way. then
again I work in the healthcare field and know these issues are not things
that would fly in a hospital

NPS:

 by Victoria Mennenga-Coller on 2015-04-22

Review for Seth Greenfield

Love Dr. Greenfield ! He is the best . Good place to go if you need a dentist
!

NPS:

 by Kori Rich on 2015-04-21

Review for Seth Greenfield

Excellent service as always!

NPS:

 by Stephanie Kelly on 2015-04-17



Review for Peggy Miguet

The atmosphere is always friendly and helpful. Peggy is great- she explains
everything she is doing and takes the time to answer questions. I've met
both Dentist and they are extremely patient friendly and informative.

NPS:

 by Douglas* Leikala on 2015-04-15

Review for Seth Greenfield

You Folks are the "BEST" !!!!!

NPS:

 by Claudine* Osborne on 2015-04-14

Review for Seth Greenfield

My visit was awesome! Dr. Greenfield was so caring and gentle and really
made me feel at ease. I was quite nervous and didn't know what to expect.
He showed great compassion and I really appreciate it!! He even called me
at home after hours to check on me! I am impressed with him and with
everyone there at Erieview Dental!

NPS:

 by Rebecca Rodrigues on 2015-04-09

Review for George Thomas

I have been searching for a family dentist for a very long time, and I've
finally found what I was looking for. Very helpful and courteous staff, and Dr.
Thomas is great! Two thumbs up!

NPS:



 by Keeva Hamilton on 2015-04-05

Review for Peggy Miguet

I have been going to Erieview Dental for close to 20 years because all of my
families needs are met. The staff is excellent and that is why we keep
coming back. Great job Erieview Dental.

NPS:

 by William Petro on 2015-04-02

Review for George Thomas

We receive awesome dental work and care from the Doctors and assistants
every si;ngle time Erieview Dental. They are all so very pleasant, kind and
especially caring. The professional work that they give us results in long
lasting durability of our teeth.

NPS:

 by Daniel* McCabe on 2015-04-02

Review for Peggy Miguet

always great service and quality work

NPS:

 by John Mallen on 2015-04-01

Review for Seth Greenfield

excellent.

NPS:

 by John Blankenship on 2015-03-31



Review for George Thomas

Hi I'm john Blankenship my experience there was great no pain at all I've
been to other places that hurt more when they were done the only problem I
had was I was told it would cost between $200-$250 then I wad charged
$342 that was a surprise.

NPS:

 by Edward Bell on 2015-03-31

Review for George Thomas

Dr Thomas is the most skilled dentist that has ever treated me. The staff are
friendly and the office is run efficiently. I have not had to wait either of the
times that I was treated. Dr. Thomas is always moving around and available
to the patients.

NPS:

 by William Sr.* Gudowicz on 2015-03-31

Review for Peggy Miguet

On time, courteous service convienant times and reminders

NPS:

 by James McNaughton on 2015-03-26

Review for Seth Greenfield

Friendly, helpful and work with me., Over all it was excellent.

NPS:

 by Mark Brenizer on 2015-03-26



Review for Seth Greenfield

Awesome as always. So friendly, so professional. No fluff. No problems.
Loved it.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-03-26

Review for Seth Greenfield

Excellent! Friendly and caring! I have already recommended my friends.

NPS:

 by Jennifer Calvert on 2015-03-20

Review for Peggy Miguet

The staff is caring,professional and understanding to your needs.

NPS:

 by Mark Scott on 2015-03-20

Review for Peggy Miguet

I'm always happy with my experience at Erieview Dental!

NPS:

 by Lina Trexler on 2015-03-19

Review for Seth Greenfield

Always the best. The greatest staff and very considerate. I have
recommended family and friends.



NPS:

 by Maria* Perkins on 2015-03-18

Review for Philip Znidarsic

Staff is awesome. Dr. Z has converted my fear of dentists, to looking
forward to my appointments.

NPS:

 by John Lynch on 2015-03-18

Review for Jessica Buttari

Always a delightful experience from the front door to the chair!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-03-12

Review for Seth Greenfield

Competent, caring staff.

NPS:

 by Tim Floom on 2015-03-05

Review for Jessica Buttari

Friendly and efficient staff that gives valuable feedback and cares about
your well being!

NPS:



 by Richard* Alexander on 2015-03-03

Review for George Thomas

Peggy and dr Thomas are the best. 19 years and counting. Thanks Rich

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-02-26

Review for Seth Greenfield

Erieview are so good with Children and very efficient.

NPS:

 by Amy Olson on 2015-02-26

Review for Peggy Miguet

Experience was fantastic as always! Everyone that works there is 5 star!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-02-25

Review for Seth Greenfield

Erieview Dental has a high level of professionalism, and they also have a
staff that makes you feel welcome and comfortable. No one likes to have
dental work, but the overall experience here can't be beat!

NPS:

 by Steven Tsengas on 2015-02-24

Review for Jessica Buttari



My dental cleaning was great!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-02-24

Review for Seth Greenfield

This office provides excellent, professional service-this appointment fits that
description.

NPS:

 by Gustavo Martinez on 2015-02-19

Review for George Thomas

Very professional and friendly.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-02-18

Review for George Thomas

The staff is so kind & courteous. I came in for a retainer mold & I had a
horrible migraine. The dental assistant was so kind & gentle. It was a
breeze.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-02-18

Review for Peggy Miguet

Your dental services are great but I deplore your billing/accounting system.
You bill patients at the time of service but you always over charge by
several dollars (around $20.00). You do not return the excessive charge.



Instead, you build a "credit account". However, you do not inform the patient
until they inquire. In my case, you did not apply the funds in my unknown
credit account to the next charge to my account which you overcharged me
for. What happens if the patient assumes your charges are accurate and
does not ask about his/her "credit account"? What happens to those
accumulated funds if the patient passes away, relocates or transfers to
another dental office and they are not even aware that you are holding their
money? None of the many medical service providers that I see use this
billing system.

NPS:

 by Victoria Lamarco on 2015-02-18

Review for George Thomas

Another great appointment. Dr. Thomas is so gentle and kind. thanks for
making going to the dentist a positive experience.

NPS:

 by Daniel* McCabe on 2015-02-11

Review for Seth Greenfield

very good service, as always.

NPS:

 by Jeremy Pellek on 2015-02-10

Review for Seth Greenfield

As a new patient it can sometimes be a little worrisome going to a new
dentist. However, Dr. Greenfield and the awesome staff made me feel
comfortable right from the start. They communicated everything they were
going to do and always kept the atmosphere relaxed. I'll definitely
recommend others to the office and I'm thrilled I've found a dentist.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2015-01-29

Review for Seth Greenfield

Very professional. Does what is needed but does not pressure for
un-needed services. Staff very friendly and helpful.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-01-28

Review for Peggy Miguet

Fun, friendly, concerning professional office and staff. Invests time to
explain the situation and options.

NPS:

 by Robert Mieden on 2015-01-28

Review for Jessica Buttari

Everyone from the receptionist to the drillers are awesome!

NPS:

 by Suszette Trocano on 2015-01-28

Review for George Thomas

I have been going to Erieview Dental for over 25 years. This statement in
itself says it all. The staff is incredible and the services provided are
outstanding. No one "really" likes going to the Dentist but they make the
experience comfortable for me and my family.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2015-01-21

Review for Seth Greenfield

Everyone at Erieview Dental is very pleasant and professional. Service is
excellent and I always recommend Erieview to my friends.

NPS:

 by Victoria Lamarco on 2015-01-20

Review for Peggy Miguet

Everyone at the office is always so kind. Sarah was especially nice and
made it almost fun to be at the dentist!

NPS:

 by Julie * Furlong Jones on 2015-01-19

Review for Seth Greenfield

This dental office is amazing...from the doctors to the reception desk!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2015-01-16

Review for Peggy Miguet

Always a good experience at Erieview.

NPS:

 by Sharon Boerner on 2015-01-14



Review for Seth Greenfield

My experience on January 13,2015 was good. I had restorations done with
no discomfort. Both Dr Greenfield and Jessica the EFDA were great! Thank
You

NPS:

 by Marija Bellow on 2015-01-14

Review for Philip Znidarsic

Awesome people!! Great service

NPS:

 by Richard Hogan on 2015-01-09

Review for Peggy Miguet

Friendly and fantastic Dental Staff as always.Have been a patient for at
least 17 years and would highly recommend.

NPS:

 by Dan Snyder on 2015-01-08

Review for Seth Greenfield

Hi I loved Erie-view dental every one was so nice and help full and there
service was so pain free and fast like any type of dental work I got there was
very awsome loved the place. :)

NPS:

 by Donald Barnes on 2015-01-08

Review for Jessica Buttari



Excellent service as always.

NPS:

 by Kathleen* Hudson on 2015-01-02

Review for Jessica Buttari

Very Pleased with Jessica cleaning my teeth.

NPS:

 by Creston Corder on 2014-12-29

everyone who works there is the best...

NPS:

 by Jonathan* Hudson on 2014-12-26

Review for Seth Greenfield

My treatment was well conducted and completed with success. The
professionalism and conduct of the personnel was high, the environment
clean and orderly. The only drawback I can find is that I was not fully briefed
(at least to my full understanding) the diagnosis of my case, i.e. new cavities
formed on teeth versus cavities formed at receding gum line. It turned out to
be the latter, and I was only made aware of the actual area being treated
after I was in the dentist chair.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-12-24

Review for Jessica Buttari



Always very professional. Does what is necessary but does not try to
recommend procedures not yet needed.

NPS:

 by Theresa Wilson on 2014-12-22

Review for Peggy Miguet

I have been going to Erieview Dental for several years now and I absolutely
love it there. The entire staff is wonderful, especially Peggy who cleans my
teeth. When making appointments, I always get the day and times that I ask
for. I have recommended Erieview to both family and friends and will
continue to do so.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-12-20

I travel all the way from Florida for my dental work because they have always done
more than what was expected.

NPS:

 by Joan* Biller on 2014-12-18

I feel like I'm visiting good friends when I have an appointment. Also feel confident
with the care and know they would fit me in the schedule if needed for an emergency.

NPS:

 by Donna Ney on 2014-12-11

Review for Peggy Miguet



It was great as all the times I come there. Everyone is nice and friendly and
provide a good service. Which keeps me coming back.

NPS:

 by Sheila Hynes on 2014-12-09

Review for Seth Greenfield

Very good service, always on time, professional but not stuffy. I enjoy going
there.

NPS:

 by Stephen Trickett on 2014-12-05

Review for Jessica Buttari

Excellent first visit. I found my new Dental office. Thank you

NPS:

 by Randy* Verdi on 2014-12-05

Review for Peggy Miguet

Peggy is an invaluable asset to your organization. Dr Greenfield has
transformed my life as to how I approach dental health! Front desk is
awesome as well, Christy and crew are wonderful. Randy Verdi

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-12-05

Review for Peggy Miguet

Great as always. Prompt and gentle on gums.



NPS:

 by Ardelle* Murphy on 2014-12-05

Review for Peggy Miguet

Cleaning of teeth took about 50 minutes. All went well

NPS:

 by Ellen Hungerford on 2014-11-26

Review for Seth Greenfield

Super

NPS:

 by Heather Rogaliner on 2014-11-26

Review for Seth Greenfield

I love the service at Erie View ....they try to make unpleasant dental work as
pleasant as possible!

NPS:

 by Jenna Hull on 2014-11-26

Review for George Thomas

Instead of saying "that shouldn't hurt", just say "I'm sorry if that hurts."

NPS:



 by Cindy Frakes on 2014-11-25

Review for George Thomas

I chipped my front tooth and came back from Florida to have your office
repair it because I have always received good service, people are friendly,
and the color of my tooth repair matches perfect.

NPS:

 by Daniel* McCabe on 2014-11-25

Review for Jessica Buttari

Beena Patient of Erieview for a few years and never had a bad experience.
The staff at Erieview is very good.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-11-20

Review for George Thomas

Chipped a tooth and they did a beautiful job fixing it quickly. Dr Thomas also
identified the root cause and provided remedial measures to prevent it from
happening again. Staff is always friendly and prompt. Always able to get in
quickly in both the booking and waiting room process. Love these folks.

NPS:

 by Joan* Biller on 2014-11-19

Review for Peggy Miguet

Thanks for how nice you all are! Excellent care and you give great advice!
Always a pleasant experience!

NPS:



 by Edwin Wainio on 2014-11-19

Review for George Thomas

Great personnel and great results!

NPS:

 by Konstantine Tsengas on 2014-11-19

Review for Peggy Miguet

Great service and very friendly

NPS:

 by Megan Murray on 2014-11-12

Review for Seth Greenfield

I am extremely satisfied with the staff at Erieview Dentail, and Dr. Greenfield
in particular. Everyone there is friendly and helpful. Dr. Greenfield is so
personable and has a great bedside manner. He explained everything about
my dental health to me in great detail, and was very gentle when working on
my teeth. He even called me and left a message in the evening after my
cavity fillings, which was surprising and also a really nice gesture. I feel that
everyone at Erieview Dental has my best interest in mind, and I trust them
with my oral health. I would highly recommend them to anyone in a
heartbeat.

NPS:

 by Ruthann Durrant on 2014-11-12

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr. Greenfeld is always so concerned for my comfort. He doesn't want there
to be the slightest bit of pain and even apologizes before he gives me an
injection to numb me! I can't say enough good things about you guys!



NPS:

 by Deborah Leikala on 2014-11-11

Review for George Thomas

truly enjoyable!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-11-09

Review for Peggy Miguet

A very special group of people. You have changed my life and "thank you"
doesn't even begin to cover it!!

NPS:

 by Adam Welch on 2014-11-05

Review for Jessica Buttari

Nice and friendly staff, always cares about there patients. Dr. Greenfield's
the best. I would refer Erieview Dental 100% to anyone

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-11-04

Review for Jessica Buttari

Great

NPS:



 by Shane Bordelon on 2014-10-31

Review for Jessica Buttari

Always professional, excellent care and friendly staff!

NPS:

 by Peggy * Orloff on 2014-10-28

Review for George Thomas

Dr. Thomas and staff are wonderful, knowledgable and very pleasant to
their patients.

NPS:

 by Konstantine Tsengas on 2014-10-24

Review for George Thomas

Very Satisfied !

NPS:

 by Richard Dunham on 2014-10-20

Review for Peggy Miguet

always prompt and efficient friendly

NPS:

 by Sheila Hynes on 2014-10-19

Review for Jessica Buttari

Very courteous and professional, always



NPS:

 by Konstantine Tsengas on 2014-10-17

Review for George Thomas

Great customer service and responsive to patient's needs.

NPS:

 by Roy Cederlund on 2014-10-15

Review for George Thomas

I feel so good when I come to see Dr. Thomas. He is the BEST and I have
seen may dentists in my life. He's a pretty good golfer, so I am told. Many
thanks for all your kind help. Roy

NPS:

 by Charles Gessner on 2014-10-13

Review for Jessica Buttari

Excellent patient care. I would recommend to people I care about.

NPS:

 by Beverly Petro on 2014-10-11

Review for George Thomas

I always know that I will get great care and comfort with all procedures.
Everyone is cheerful and considerate of my welll being. So very pleasant
too.

NPS:



 by Walter Gardner on 2014-10-07

Review for Jessica Buttari

Great Experance! Friendly staff, was seen right on time.

NPS:

 by Bonnie Cottrell on 2014-10-05

Review for Seth Greenfield

Excellent experience. The entire staff is friendly and shows concern for the
patient.

NPS:

 by Bonnie Cottrell on 2014-10-05

Review for Seth Greenfield

Excellent experience.Very caring staff.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-10-04

Review for George Thomas

Another great appointment with the EFDA Jessica. She is an amazing talent
and patient friendly. The owners are lucky to have such a skilled employee.

NPS:

 by Sheila Sanders on 2014-10-02



Review for Peggy Miguet

Peggy did an excellent job. I learned 3 new things about caring for my teeth
properly and felt welcomed and quite comfortable.Glad a friend
recommended your office since my dentist had retired.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-10-02

Review for Peggy Miguet

Great visit as always!

NPS:

 by Laura Dalheim on 2014-09-30

Review for George Thomas

My experience was wonderful! Sarah and Jess were friendly, efficient and
knowledgeable. Dr. T is professional and gentle, and put me at ease
immediately. The work he did on my filling was painless and quick.

NPS:

 by Debra Ostrowski on 2014-09-24

Review for Jessica Buttari

Always a great experience! The entire staff is always so nice and
professional and the office is always spotless.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-09-23

Review for Peggy Miguet



Great staff and great doctors! My family has been going to Erieview Dental
for years and I can't say enough good things about the team there. Dr.
Greenfield is a great dentist and really shows care and compassion for his
patients.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-09-22

Review for Jessica Buttari

Great place....very friendly....

NPS:

 by Creston Corder on 2014-09-15

Review for Temporary Hygienist

the bi-annual teeth cleaning and x-rays went just fine...thx p.s. - still waiting
for my Buckeye tickets - LOL...

NPS:

 by Kenneth* Jesenovec on 2014-09-11

Review for Temporary Hygienist

Every thing handled in a prompt and professional manner.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-09-09

Review for George Thomas

Jessica was extremely talented, polite, and professional. She is definitely
the linchpin of the practice. During my appointment, in addition to working



very gently on me non-stop, she was involved in directing other staff
members and keeping other appointments running smooth. That office is
very lucky indeed to have an employee like Jessica at their disposal. The
rest of the staff was polite and courteous as well, and the doctor is very
competent, too.

NPS:

 by Robert Katona on 2014-09-07

Review for Jessica Buttari

Jessica, my hygienist, is the best. She really does thorough job while being
delicate and sensitive. She is also a pleasure to talk to. Dr. Greenfield is a
great Dentist that I recommend to everyone. He has a great personality,
easy to talk with and a Dr. I trust.

NPS:

 by Kelly Wolf on 2014-09-04

Review for Peggy Miguet

I am always very pleased with my experience here. The staff is so kind and
considerate, I have always had my appoinments run ontime, and they don't
pressure you into un needed services. Wonderful group of people and
whenever anyone asks about a dental practice I refer them. Fantastic

NPS:

 by James Stankiewicz on 2014-09-03

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr Greenfield fixed two of my teeth and they were able to get me into the
office right away which I appreciated. Thank you so much for the great
service.

NPS:



 by Gustavo Martinez on 2014-08-29

Review for George Thomas

They are very friendly and professional. I had been a customer since 2002 ,
if I remember correctly . Very nice place

NPS:

 by Keeva Hamilton on 2014-08-28

Review for Peggy Miguet

Excellent care with caring people. Great place to go for dental care.

NPS:

 by David Legg on 2014-08-28

Review for Jessica Buttari

never bad no matter how bad my teeth get. I would like to talk more when
I'm there. hard to do.

NPS:

 by Michael Fees on 2014-08-28

Review for Peggy Miguet

Best service in the world

NPS:

 by Michelle Crain on 2014-08-28



Review for Seth Greenfield

I had 4 fillings done yesterday and they made the experience pleasant.

NPS:

 by Carleigh LaFrance on 2014-08-21

Review for Peggy Miguet

I've been going to Erieview since I've had teeth, and I've always had a
positive experience. Peggy and Dr. Greenfield (and everybody else) are
excellent care providers and you can rest assured that you'll be getting
top-notch care.

NPS:

 by Amy Olson on 2014-08-21

Review for Temporary Hygienist

Always a fantastic experience! Christie at reception is always so pleasant
and professional. I even had a temp, Lisa, conduct my cleaning and she
was phenomenal! Dr. Greenfield is just the best dentist...period!

NPS:

 by Brian Hutson on 2014-08-21

Review for George Thomas

Overall a pleasant experience. The only reason I gave them 3 stars is b/c
the individual treatment rooms have pictures of ugly teeth and gums. How
about having something pleasant to concentrate on while 2 people have
their hands and numerous metal intruments in your mouth? Maybe a
tropical mural on the ceiling or walls?

NPS:



 by Wanda * Barnett on 2014-08-19

Everyone is very friendly and very professional and caring. I was very pleased with
my visit I will let everyone know and thanks for being there for me

NPS:

 by Ginny Bordelon on 2014-08-19

Review for George Thomas

From the moment you walk in the front door. You are greeted with a smile
and a friendly voice. The assistances also wear a smile. They explain
everything that will be done. I can't say enough about the doctors. They also
smile! One even hums to the music. There is no reason to be afraid of a
dentist in this office.

NPS:

 by Heather Barninger on 2014-08-15

Review for George Thomas

Although I didn't hear what I wanted to, Dr. Thomas and his staff were very
professional, friendly and really seem to care about making the ordeal as
painless as possible. The technology that they are using also seems to be
the latest. Did not have to wait long for either appointment which is also a
plus.

NPS:

 by Michelle Crain on 2014-08-07

Review for Jessica Fetters

My husband's front tooth of his dentures fell out last night. I left a message
on the Dentist's answering machine and was called before they open with a
early morning appointment for him. He was able to go to work with a smile.
Thank you Erieview Dental!



NPS:

 by Rolf Geibach on 2014-08-06

Review for Peggy Miguet

The hygienist was competant, thorough and gentle. Dr. Thomas kept the
checkup to within 45 minutes, which is the time I had for this visit.

NPS:

 by Carl Simoncic on 2014-08-06

Review for Seth Greenfield

Top-notch professional care and service is the norm for Erieview Dental...
and they often exceed that!

NPS:

 by Anders Olson on 2014-07-29

Review for Peggy Miguet

Always a great experience at Erieview Dental. Would go no where else!
Christy at the desk is always very polite and professional. Dr. Greenfield is
the best dentist ever. My kids actually enjoy going there!

NPS:

 by Annette Freeman on 2014-07-26

Review for Peggy Miguet

My sisters loved their experience at Erieview with Dr Greenfield and all the
wonderful staff and referred me. I felt the same way and referred my



husband, son and daughter. I was impressed with the professionalism and
warm family atmosphere of the office and staff. In fact I actually don't dread
going to the dentist now lol!

NPS:

 by Donald Barnes on 2014-07-24

Review for Seth Greenfield

Excellent as always!

NPS:

 by Michelle Crain on 2014-07-23

Review for Peggy Miguet

As usual all of the staff is friendly, courteous, and cater to your needs. I am
so grateful to all of them.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-07-20

Review for Temporary Hygienist

Always friendly, courteous and concerned about patient comfort and care.

NPS:

 by Jennifer Weinbrecht on 2014-07-17

Review for Temporary Hygienist



Always a pleasure. You have taken very good care of me and my husband,
and I am always happy to recommend your practice to others. Office is
clean and bright, staff is pleasant. Never feel pressured to have work done,
always feel like it's up to me, and the doctor is very honest & trustworthy.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-07-17

Review for Peggy Miguet

I actually enjoy coming to see the staff and catch up with everyone. From
the time I walk in to the time I leave I feel like the twice a year appointment
is over before I know it. Would recommend to anyone I know.

NPS:

 by Robert Mieden on 2014-07-15

Review for Temporary Hygienist

Michele was great!

NPS:

 by James Wodyka on 2014-07-15

Review for Peggy Miguet

Great dental care and a very friendly team.

NPS:

 by Regina Wills on 2014-07-10

Review for Peggy Miguet



Everyone is very nice and they make you feel comfortable. I would
recommend Erieview Dental to my friends & family.

NPS:

 by Jonathan* Hudson on 2014-07-02

Review for Seth Greenfield

Prompt and informative, professionally treated, and with some humor
worked in as well. A good experience.

NPS:

 by Rebecca * Kucsma on 2014-07-02

Review for Peggy Miguet

friendly

NPS:

 by Terry Boerner on 2014-07-01

Review for Peggy Miguet

I had great,gentle service as always,and immediate treatment by Dr
Greenfield for a small filling

NPS:

 by Steve Tsengas on 2014-06-26

Review for George Thomas

Everyone was friendly and the work done was excellent - as usual. I should
have my teeth drilled more often - just kidding! :)



NPS:

 by Matt Craven on 2014-06-26

Review for Jessica Buttari

From scheduling to the appointment itself, it is a smooth and easy process.
No waiting, no painful procedures, very friendly and informative staff who
take their time.

NPS:

 by William Owen on 2014-06-22

Review for Jessica Buttari

Professional and reasonable

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-06-21

Review for Peggy Miguet

I really loved how professional everyone was!

NPS:

 by Sandra* Stauffer on 2014-06-19

Review for George Thomas

professional and pleasant employees, as much as i dislike dental work I
know i am in good hands

NPS:



 by Kathleen* Hudson on 2014-06-14

Review for Temporary Hygienist

Enjoyed my visit. The person who cleaned my teeth was very friendly and
did a great job. All personnel very helpful & friendly.

NPS:

 by Robert * Remington on 2014-06-11

Review for Seth Greenfield

As good as can be expected for having fillings. Dr. Greenfield and his staff
are always courteous, friendly and caring. If you have to have dental work
done, that's the office to go to.

NPS:

 by Julie * Furlong Jones on 2014-06-11

Review for Peggy Miguet

As always...they are the best!!!

NPS:

 by Alexandra* Spalding on 2014-06-10

Review for Jessica Buttari

We love Dr. Greenfield!

NPS:

 by Frank Jr. Bordelon on 2014-06-02



Review for George Thomas

Excellent care from very professional staff members. Also, got an
appointment real fast.

NPS:

 by Victoria* Smith on 2014-05-29

Review for Peggy Miguet

As always, never a complaint. My 5 yr old loves going and was a trooper
when they took her first x-rays. The staff really knows how to talk to her and
make her feel comfortable.

NPS:

 by Phyllis* Bendzunas on 2014-05-29

Review for Peggy Miguet

Thanks for the excellent care over the past 6 years. I have never had a
better dental experience.

NPS:

 by John Mallen on 2014-05-21

Review for Seth Greenfield

The work on my teeth was outstanding and diagnosis of another problem in
my mouth was right on the money.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-05-20

Review for Jessica Buttari



Always a wonderful experience, as far as dentist appointments go! The staff
is nice and understand that you really just want to get through it in one
piece. The office is very inviting too. And they always do a fantastic job on
my teeth!

NPS:

 by Joan* Biller on 2014-05-20

Review for Peggy Miguet

The Care is top notch and it seems like visiting good friends. Everyone
usually says going to the dentist is not pleasant, but this is. Thanks to a
great staff and excellent Dr.

NPS:

 by Lisa Lowe on 2014-05-15

Review for George Thomas

My first visit. All staff very nice, polite , accomodating. Dental professionals
very knowlegeable, explained what they were doing. Took their time ! Dr.
Thomas very gentle, skilled. Wonderful experience all around.

NPS:

 by Virginia Pitt on 2014-05-14

Review for Seth Greenfield

I have always been very happy with this dental facility. EVERYONE is so
friendly and helpful. My dentist is the best. As with the majority of people, I
think visiting the dentist is not the most looked forward appointment to have.
I can honestly say that the dentist and the staff help make my appointments
as stress free as possible. Thank you all.

NPS:



 by James Stankiewicz on 2014-05-09

Review for Seth Greenfield

I was apprehensive about the appointment but everyone was wonderful. Dr.
Greenfield did a lot of drilling, but I had no pain the following day. Thank
you, Jim Stankiewicz

NPS:

 by Edwin Wainio on 2014-05-06

Review for Jessica Buttari

I have been going here for my dental needs for years and Dr. Thomas and
the entire staff have been great !

NPS:

 by Daniel* Krempel on 2014-05-06

Review for George Thomas

&lt;3 this dental office. Thanks again

NPS:

 by Anna Marie Occhipinti on 2014-05-04

Review for Seth Greenfield

All of the staff were very kind and made me feel very comfortable. It was
very easy and painless!

NPS:



 by Anon on 2014-05-02

Review for Peggy Miguet

Excellent care. Appointments are on time. Staff is friendly and very
professional.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-05-01

Review for Seth Greenfield

Always a great experience! The staff is professional and very friendly. A
very clean environment.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-04-30

Review for Peggy Miguet

Everyone is so super! Truly enjoy going to the dentist!

NPS:

 by Jeffery Ruddle on 2014-04-24

Review for Jessica Buttari

Office running on schedule. Staff is VERY friendly and professional.

NPS:

 by Linda Coffman on 2014-04-23

Review for Seth Greenfield



I have recommended Erieview to numerous friends and relatives. I am very
happy with my care here.

NPS:

 by Betty Walsh on 2014-04-23

Review for Seth Greenfield

My experience, as always was great! Every one that works there is
wonderful!

NPS:

 by Michelle Crain on 2014-04-22

Review for Seth Greenfield

Staff is so professional and courteous. The dentist treats each patient
individually based on each persons needs. I walked away feeling great and
in no pain.

NPS:

 by Larisa Goldman on 2014-04-22

Review for Seth Greenfield

Staff is very nice as always. Doctor S. Greenfield is very professional and
cares about patient’s comfort and proper treatment needs.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-04-18

Review for Seth Greenfield



Best Dentist office I have ever been too. Staff is awesome. I recommend
this office to everybody that I know.

NPS:

 by Kelly * Stein on 2014-04-13

Review for Seth Greenfield

The hygienists do what they can to make the experience as comfortable as
possible. Dr. Greenfield is the best. He lets you know what to expect each
step of the way. I wouldn't go anywhere else.

NPS:

 by Virginia Pitt on 2014-04-10

Review for Jessica Buttari

I love the friendliness of all the staff at Erieview Dental. I truly believe that
my dentist has my best interest at heart and offers me options that I can
work with within my specific budget. I love that my dentist offers
preventative suggestions all the time. I have referred this dental office to
many of my family and friends.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-04-10

Review for Seth Greenfield

Positive experience.

NPS:

 by Joyce Russo on 2014-04-09

Review for Peggy Miguet



Sometimes I experience anxiety before going to the dentist, and I always
wonder why when I leave.

NPS:

 by Christine* Leyda on 2014-04-06

Review for Peggy Miguet

I love Erieview Dental. The nicest people with the best technology. A great
experience. I would not go anywhere else.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-04-04

Review for Seth Greenfield

I am very please with the care that Dr. Greenfield provides.

NPS:

 by Keeva Hamilton on 2014-03-26

Review for Peggy Miguet

my service was great

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-03-21

Review for George Thomas

Very friendly staff and Dr. Thorough explanation of what my issues were
and the plan to fix them. However, I don't understand why I couldn't get a
prescription for something strong enough to actually take my pain away... at



least enough to funtion anyway. Maybe it seemed worse because I rarely
take anything besides OTC pain relievers, but I was in terrible pain.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-03-21

Review for Seth Greenfield

The best experience I've had yet going to get a filling.

NPS:

 by Beverly Petro on 2014-03-21

Review for George Thomas

AWSOME, AWSOME, AWSOME!!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-03-19

Review for Peggy Miguet

Pleasant and knowledgeable staff.

NPS:

 by William Sr.* Gudowicz on 2014-03-19

Review for Seth Greenfield

ON time, friendly service and follow up call to make sure everything is ok.
Bill Gudowicz

NPS:



 by Bruce Fellows on 2014-03-15

Review for Seth Greenfield

As A new patient I had very pleasant experience. Great people from the
start. I look forward to seeing them again.

NPS:

 by Donna Horvath on 2014-03-13

Review for George Thomas

Excellent experience, even a power outage did not deter my procedure from
being successfully completed! Tooth feels great! Everyone is always so
patient and kind. Thanks, Donna

NPS:

 by David Pethtel on 2014-03-13

Review for Seth Greenfield

Peggy, my hygienist at Erieview is just the best. She's thorough, never hurts
my mouth and does her job very quickly. She could do it much faster except
I don't do all I can between visits to make her job any easier. If it weren't for
her, I'd have probably found a new dental office now that I live in Cleveland
Heights. I'm happy to have Dr. Thomas and Dr. Greenfield and the entire
staff working in my mouth and that's mumbling a lot!!! LOL !!!

NPS:

 by Keeva Hamilton on 2014-03-12

Review for George Thomas

great place to be.



NPS:

 by Cynthia Stewart on 2014-03-11

Review for Jessica Buttari

they are all friendly, professional and caring

NPS:

 by Creston Corder on 2014-03-04

Review for Peggy Miguet

best six month cleaning ever - just sat back and relaxed...thx

NPS:

 by Robert Katona on 2014-03-04

Review for Seth Greenfield

The staff at your office is great - very friendly and professional. I've never
had a bad experience.

NPS:

 by Kelly Wolf on 2014-02-26

Review for Peggy Miguet

The staff is amazing. Everyone from the front desk, to the hygenists, to Dr.
Thomas himself are always so helpful and on the ball. I love that I see them
only every six months, but as soon as I walk in the door I am greeted by my
name. I am VERY comfortable recommending them to my friends and
family.

NPS:



 by Reece Olson on 2014-02-22

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr Greenfield and his staff are always timely and friendly. Wouldn't go
anywhere else!

NPS:

 by Stefanie Tsengas on 2014-02-18

Review for Jessica Buttari

We came for our 6mo dental cleanings. The staff was excellent and we
received prompt and professional service. We are always highly satisfied
with our service at Erieview Dental,

NPS:

 by Beverly Petro on 2014-02-14

Review for George Thomas

Erieview Dental always gives excellent service. Everyone there is kind,
caring and loving. Dr. Thomas is the most wonderful dentist that I have ever
had thru my life. I can always count on him to give me the assistance and
care that I need and more. Thankyou Erieview Dental.

NPS:

 by Daniel Rochette on 2014-02-13

Review for George Thomas

Always ready and on time for the appointment. Dr. Thomas is really
meticulous and wants to provide good quality and lasting results. I am really
satisfied with the services. Thank you very much



NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-02-12

Review for Peggy Miguet

Excellent, as always!

NPS:

 by Scott Rice on 2014-02-10

Review for Seth Greenfield

DR. Greenfield is the best could not ask for a nicer DR. And staff.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-02-08

Review for Seth Greenfield

No one likes going to the dentist, but the folks at Erieview do their best to
minimize any unpleasantness.

NPS:

 by Judith Fern on 2014-01-31

Review for Peggy Miguet

LOVE Erieview Dental! Friendly doesn't even begin to describe the staff at
Erieview. I'm greeted, by name, when I walk in the door and everyone from
the receptionist to Dr. Greenfield himself are so nice and professional and
make you feel like you're part of the family!

NPS:



 by Chad* Timothy on 2014-01-23

Review for Peggy Miguet

Very pleased the friendly atmosphere and the high quality of care.

NPS:

 by Jane* Sandstrom on 2014-01-22

Review for Seth Greenfield

I've been afraid to go to the dentist for years, but no longer since I started
coming here. Very professional and painless!

NPS:

 by J Harry* Kucsma on 2014-01-22

Review for Jessica Buttari

Wonderful

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-01-15

Review for Jessica Buttari

Dr Greenfield and staff were excellent as always! I am a nervous patient
and they went above as beyond to make me feel at ease!

NPS:

 by Kathy Fielitz on 2014-01-15



Review for Peggy Miguet

My cleaning was perfect as usual. All the Hygenists are great. Dr. Thomas
and his staff have really relieved my fear of going to the dentist. And Peggy
gave me a computer lesson while cleaning my teeth. I hit the button her
daughter told her about and it was fixed.(hope I don't get charged for tech
support. And My husband said that his cleaning was not as bad as he
expected it and I think he is looking forward to getting the rest of the work
done. And there is always a new piece of equipment making is 'Painless
dentistry'

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-01-15

Review for Peggy Miguet

A five star review is req'd. A very comfortable experience.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-01-14

Review for Jessica Buttari

Everyone is so friendly and helpful. We were worried when our dentist
retired and we had to find a new dentist. Our worries are over since we were
very fortunate to find Dr. Greenfield and his staff. They are wonderful.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2014-01-12

Review for Peggy Miguet

Always pleasant, clean, comfortable, and professional. I went to many
different dentists throughout my adult life, and was never satisfied for a
variety of reasons, problems, issues, I could give you an earful. I found
Erieview through a personal referral many years ago and ended my search.
I am so glad to have found a dentist office I trust!



NPS:

 by Douglas* Leikala on 2014-01-09

Review for Seth Greenfield

"GREAT" I look forward to my visits.Happy New Year to you all at Erieview
Dental.Doug Leikala

NPS:

 by Elizabeth Carovac on 2013-12-27

Review for Peggy Miguet

Your staff is very friendly and kind. Your services are all top knotch.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-12-19

Review for Jessica Buttari

Thumbs up!

NPS:

 by Jonathan * Justen on 2013-12-19

Review for Seth Greenfield

Excellent service!!!!!!!!!!!

NPS:



 by Erika Loucka on 2013-12-19

Review for Peggy Miguet

I do not mind going to see the dentist- everyone is wonderful! The
receptionists are very helpful. My dental hygienist, Peggy, is thorough,
gentle, and informative. I feel very comfortable with Dr. Z and have been
going to him for over 10 yrs. He does a great job of explaining things. The
mouthguard he recommended has saved my molars from more wear and
chipping at night. He is patient while fixing cavities and does good work!

NPS:

 by Bryan Flanigan on 2013-12-13

Review for Peggy Miguet

Great patient care and interaction Feel like I am visiting family for a birthday
Except I am in dental chair

NPS:

 by Alexandra* Spalding on 2013-12-10

Review for Jessica Buttari

Always please with Erieview Dental, from the front desk, to business office,
to the Dentists themselves! Great for the whole family!

NPS:

 by Jonathan* Hudson on 2013-12-10

Review for Peggy Miguet

Courteous and efficient. Two procedures (cleaning and recap) done in one
hour. New x-ray revolving equipment much faster, even though shoulders
got lightly bumped. Both hygenists who worked on me were cordial and
professional.

NPS:



 by Tonya * Kenyon on 2013-12-06

Review for Peggy Miguet

First visit to the dentist in years... Peggy was very comforting and Dr.
Greenfield was extremely pleasant. I am looking forward to having a lasting
dental relationship with these guys!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-12-05

Review for Peggy Miguet

Excellent customer service and a very knowledgable staff.

NPS:

 by Elizabeth * Taylor on 2013-12-05

Review for Seth Greenfield

Everyone is very pleasant from the front staff to the dentist.

NPS:

 by Kenneth* Jesenovec on 2013-12-04

Review for Jessica Buttari

Very professional and facility. Took time to explain all aspects of the
procedures, seemed genuine and caring.

NPS:



 by Robert * Remington on 2013-12-03

Review for Peggy Miguet

Very happy with service!

NPS:

 by Gerry Callahan on 2013-11-28

Review for Seth Greenfield

see below

NPS:

 by Victoria* Smith on 2013-11-27

Review for Peggy Miguet

As soon as I walked in, I was greeted and told she would let the dentist
know I was here. I always get the feeling they know me so well! After my
visit, the dentist went over the concerns about my daughter's visit (even
though she already told my husband; it was nice to know she had informed
us both).

NPS:

 by Gary Liebel on 2013-11-27

Review for George Thomas

Anytime there is no pain it's an excellent experience

NPS:

 by J Harry* Kucsma on 2013-11-26



Review for Seth Greenfield

Nice,knowledgeable

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-11-21

Review for Jessica Buttari

I have been going to Erieview Dental for years now, Highly Recommend
them!

NPS:

 by Monica * Barker on 2013-11-20

Review for Seth Greenfield

A tooth cap came off while biting a salad . My usual Dr .Thomas was off the
whole week. The office made it very easy to see another dentist. the same
day I called. Thanks for the quick, excellent appointment. Very people
friendly office. Thanks to all. Monica Barker

NPS:

 by Harry* Baker on 2013-11-20

Review for Seth Greenfield

I always feel very welcome to your office. The staff are always so friendly
and helpful. Also, I liked the new digital exray machine that you stand and
get your teeth exrayed. It's much more comfortable than the older method of
having something with a plate put into your mouth. It always felt bigger than
my mouth would allow and I used to gag. Much improved! Great to see all of
you but sorry I missed Dr. Thomas.

NPS:



 by Joan* Biller on 2013-11-19

Review for Seth Greenfield

Always feel comfortable when going to see Dr. Greenfield and Peggy the
hygienist . I get the best care and feel like they are family since I've been
going there for almost 20 years. Always accommodate me when needed.
Thanks!

NPS:

 by Deborah* Gilbert on 2013-11-19

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr. Greenfield worked on me in an emerbency. He explained everything he
was going to do and informed me of what might happen in the future. I
appreciate him coming in on his day off! I always recommend Erieview
when speaking of dentistry.

NPS:

 by Roxanne Lucci on 2013-11-14

Review for Peggy Miguet

very friendly and knowledgeable staff. very lastest in technology and
extremely thorough. never feel rushed and all my questions are always
answered.

NPS:

 by Peggy * Orloff on 2013-11-14

Review for George Thomas

Professional and accommodating as usual.

NPS:



 by Angela* Loehr on 2013-11-13

Review for George Thomas

I am a newer patient and I have to say every time I have come EVERYONE
is so kind a nice. I really cannot say I look forward to coming... LOL but
everyone makes it a little nicer when I do. Dr. Thomas and his dental
assistance are so kind an nice. Christine, Pam and Linda are all so very
helpful too.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-11-06

Review for Peggy Miguet

Always a pleasure to see Dr Thomas and staff. They are professional,
friendly and communicate easily regarding any concerns.

NPS:

 by Kathleen Sterbenz on 2013-11-05

Review for Jessica Buttari

As always the BEST ! Accommadated my scheduling error. Missed Peggy,
yet Jessica was a splendid substitue. Thank you for ten years of service.
Kathee Sterbenz. Blessings to all !

NPS:

 by Margaret Hoban on 2013-10-30

Review for Seth Greenfield



The staff at Erieview Dental welcome patients as if they are very good old
friends. Everyone is very personable and informative as to what to expect
the procedure to entail. A dentist visit is usually not high on people's list to
got to, but Erieview Dental's personnel help ease the pain. Peggy Hoban

NPS:

 by Jane* Sandstrom on 2013-10-24

Review for Seth Greenfield

First Dentist I've ever been comfortable with. Yep. I grew up in the 50's and
developed such an extreme fear of dentists that I wouldn't go for 3-4 years. I
finally happened upon Erieview Dental and my fear is now gone. I would
recommend them to everyone!

NPS:

 by Deborah Leikala on 2013-10-24

Review for Jessica Buttari

As always I really enjoyed going to Erieview ! Dr. Thomas and everyone
else is so nice and easy to talk to. He explains in easy to understand terms.
From the time I walk in the door, till I walk out, it is a super experience! Keep
up the great work GIRLS.

NPS:

 by Georgia Hull on 2013-10-24

Review for George Thomas

Going to the dentist is never really fun for kids. Dealing with scared,
nervous, unhappy kids is understandably not a fun experience for the staff
either. Yesterday my daughter was very upset about the work she needed
done. I thought the hygienist and lady who filled in the fillings after they had
been drilled were really really great at helping my daughter calm down and
be at ease. They spoke to her on her level, were honest with her, and told



her step by step what they were going to do. They explained everything to
her in a way that made it less fearsome and scary. I think this goes a long
way with kids. It think it's better to be honest with them on a level they can
understand and say "I'm using Novocain to numb your gums so you can't
feel anything" instead of "I'm putting special drops of water into your gums
and it's just a little pinchy feeling." I also think it's counter productive to try
and reason with a child who is visibly upset, as in "Why are you crying?
You're numb. It doesn't hurt." Clearly something is wrong and does hurt so
why add insult t injury? It is what it is. Again--disclaimer--dentistry is filled
with tension for all involved, But I often feel like when I take my kids to the
demist that it's just easier to keep facts as facts. Often I feel like I'm
managing an inconvenience while there. I try my best to get my kids
prepared in simple, factual way for the dentist, but kids are kids. They have
personalities of their own and my best isn't often good enough. Thanks for
hearing me out.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-10-24

Review for Jessica Buttari

This is one of the best places to go, they are upfront with you which is
always a great thing. The Docs and staff are great until they try to over bill
me :) Just kidding... All around great place to go and I hate going to the
dentist, if you are in need of dental work give Erieview Dental a chance.
This message would be approved by the tooth fairy!!!!!

NPS:

 by Diedre Ramsey on 2013-10-24

Review for Seth Greenfield

Only negative is they are located too far from my residance since i moved
further East. I still make the drive becase for me they are all worth it! The
dentists and ALL the support staff.

NPS:



 by Bonnie Cottrell on 2013-10-23

Review for Peggy Miguet

Relsxed caring atmosphere

NPS:

 by Michelle Avalos on 2013-10-21

Review for Seth Greenfield

My husband is Andres Avalos.. He referred me to your office.. Does he get
25 dollar credit torwards his bill ?

NPS:

 by Robert Curtis on 2013-10-16

Review for Seth Greenfield

Thank you!

NPS:

 by Lori* Guzzi on 2013-10-15

Review for Seth Greenfield

As always a very pleasant experience

NPS:

 by Dana Remington on 2013-10-15

Review for Seth Greenfield



As usual Dr.Greenfield and all of the staff were great! They are very caring
and professional and we make decisions about my dental care based on
what is best for me. They treat their patients like family.

NPS:

 by Patricia Taylor on 2013-10-15

Review for Seth Greenfield

Very Friendly staff, Very caring and Professional Dentists

NPS:

 by Marlon* Hamilton on 2013-10-13

Review for George Thomas

Everyone at Erieview dental are polite, friendly, and helpful. Great place to
go for dental care

NPS:

 by Dennis * Calhoun on 2013-10-12

Review for George Thomas

I had a tooth extraction and it was quite painless and completed quickly. I
am very pleased with how pleasant the staff is and the overall experience
was good.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-10-04

Review for Peggy Miguet



Great experience all around

NPS:

 by Rosalyn Connors on 2013-10-03

Review for Peggy Miguet

My experience @ Erieview was excellant as always. Peggy, Pam, Christie,
& Dr. Greenfield ROCK!!! My family & I will always come here for our dental
care.

NPS:

 by Renee Lipson on 2013-10-02

i thoroughly enjoyed my first meeting with Carrie - EFTA - with Dr. James. i felt very
comfortable in the office and in the chair. often when a new pair of hands is checking
in my mouth, there is a strangeness i experience. not discomfort - just not quite 'right'.
this was certainly not the case today with Dr. James. far from it, in fact. my comfort
level increased. and he listens, and responds appropriately. he even spoke about not
being certain about how a particular procedure should go at that moment. i was
impressed by that!! i didn't feel rushed at all - though i was conscious of the feeling
that i was taking too much of his time and Carrie's. i have known for many years
previously how Carrie works and responds and that is what brought me to Erieview
Dental today - mentor being some distance from my home in the eastern suburb of
lyndhurst. i felt it was worth the long ride and do plan on returning when the timing is
right. renee lipson

NPS:

 by Jennifer Kenyon on 2013-10-01

Review for Peggy Miguet

Nice ,friendly staff and nice ,cleaning office !

NPS:



 by Joyce Russo on 2013-09-26

Review for Peggy Miguet

My Erieview experience was wonderful as usual, and I always feared dentist
trips.

NPS:

 by Creston Corder on 2013-09-25

Review for Seth Greenfield

everything went great with my filling - the only problem was that doc did not
have any Buckeyes tickets for me - LOL

NPS:

 by Ruthann Durrant on 2013-09-23

Review for Peggy Miguet

Believe it or not - my husband and I love going to the dentist! Everyone is
always friendly and upbeat. Dr. Greenfield is gentle and lets you know what
he's doing and what your "plan" is.

NPS:

 by Carl Kalkhof on 2013-09-21

Review for George Thomas

Very good experience

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-09-18



Review for Peggy Miguet

VERY PLEASANT EXPERIENCE , FRIENDLY AND PROFESSIONAL
STAFF.

NPS:

 by Wanda Lawrence on 2013-09-17

Review for Seth Greenfield

great the docs are very caring about you go for it.

NPS:

 by Ramona Gazella on 2013-09-17

Review for Seth Greenfield

The staff is very friendly and professional.

NPS:

 by Robert Horvath on 2013-09-17

Review for George Thomas

Dr. Thomas and all the professionals are always provide the best service
with a smile!

NPS:

 by Jeffery Ruddle on 2013-09-05

Review for Seth Greenfield



Office was running on schedule. I arrived 10 minutes prior to appointment,
and waited less than five minutes before being called to examination room.
Employees are always helpful and friendly.

NPS:

 by Jeffery Ruddle on 2013-08-29

Review for Peggy Miguet

Appt. was for a cleaning. Only in waiting area for a few minutes before my
procedure was started. Staff was very friendly and helpful.

NPS:

 by Devin Hamilton on 2013-08-29

Review for Peggy Miguet

staff and office is great

NPS:

 by LaToya Scott on 2013-08-29

Review for Peggy Miguet

they listened my concerns and offered solutions. loved Peggy

NPS:

 by Charlotte Mazur on 2013-08-28

Review for Jessica Buttari

Always a gentle touch and a smile! Awesome !



NPS:

 by Sara Lawrence-Sucato on 2013-08-23

Review for Peggy Miguet

Very well taken care of and informed of my treatment.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-08-21

Review for Seth Greenfield

Excellent customer service and exceptional skills!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-08-17

Review for Jessica Buttari

Great service from a caring staff!

NPS:

 by Julia * Dolsen on 2013-08-15

Review for George Thomas

Karen was outstanding! She answered all my questions in regards to the
procedure and got the fillings done quickly and painfree. For how nervous I
was going in I was positively surprised for how well it went.

NPS:



 by Norma Claflin on 2013-08-13

Review for Seth Greenfield

Friendly, courteous staff and excellent dental care. I would highly
recommend!

NPS:

 by Victoria* Smith on 2013-08-11

Review for Seth Greenfield

As always, great people, great service. Seems like they were busy, though.
Some of the usual instructions or questions were missing. Such as "any
discomfort anywhere?" "You will feel sensitivity for sometime after," etc. Of
course, this was just for a filling and not a regular check up.

NPS:

 by Keeva Hamilton on 2013-08-08

Review for Peggy Miguet

Everyone is great at Erieview Dental

NPS:

 by Carol Jones on 2013-08-08

Review for Peggy Miguet

Very friendly, caring, and competent staff.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-08-07



Review for Jessica Buttari

The staff all knows and welcomes me, all are very competent and confident,
and Dr. Greengield is a very skilled dentist.

NPS:

 by Graham Roberts on 2013-08-01

Review for George Thomas

Great dental office, the staff are great. The doctors are great at what they
do.

NPS:

 by William Frank on 2013-07-31

Review for Peggy Miguet

Excellent dental care.

NPS:

 by Daniel* Morris on 2013-07-27

Review for Jessica Buttari

Quick,efficient, professional, personable, friendly.

NPS: N/A

 by Jennifer Gribble on 2013-07-24

Review for Peggy Miguet

I love my dentist. They are all so friendly. I hardly have to wait at all and
they give me one on one attention.



NPS:

 by Joyce Russo on 2013-07-23

Review for Seth Greenfield

As usual, the experience was favorable.

NPS:

 by J Harry* Kucsma on 2013-07-23

Review for Seth Greenfield

Great

NPS: N/A

 by Carla Puhalsky on 2013-07-23

Review for Jessica Buttari

Always on time and a very friendly staff.

NPS:

 by Gerry Callahan on 2013-07-18

Review for Jessica Buttari

excellent service

NPS:

 by Becky Delbridge on 2013-07-17



Review for Peggy Miguet

I love catching up with everyone at the dentist office, and they are always
very gentle and professional ..... Would recommend to all of my friends and
family.

NPS:

 by Richard Rabe on 2013-07-17

Review for Jessica Buttari

Jesse was excellent, very professional. As always. Thx

NPS: N/A

 by Karen Kallay on 2013-07-15

Review for Seth Greenfield

A very caring dental group and very concerned about your comfort
throughout your 'dental experience'

NPS:

 by Kaitlin Oden on 2013-07-15

Review for Peggy Miguet

Always a pleasant trip!

NPS:

 by Dana Remington on 2013-07-03

Review for Peggy Miguet



Friendly and great staff. Dr. Greenfield understands my personal health
history and takes a conservative approach to any dental procedures that I
may need based on that information. I trust that he will do what is best for
me.

NPS:

 by Margaret Hoban on 2013-06-30

Review for Peggy Miguet

The staff is very professional yet personable. Everyone knows your name.

NPS:

 by Devin Hamilton on 2013-06-27

Review for Seth Greenfield

great staff

NPS:

 by Victoria* Smith on 2013-06-27

Review for Seth Greenfield

As always, the staff was friendly and personal. Everything they were going
to do was clearly described BEFORE they began, and I was given the
authority to "take a break" from the procedure if needed.

NPS:

 by Marylouise * Diliberto on 2013-06-26

Review for Seth Greenfield



Very pleased, from the receptionist to the hygenist, to Dr. Greenfield. All are
personable, kind, have great confidence in the dental group. I am so glad
my friend recommend you.

NPS: N/A

 by William Owen on 2013-06-26

Review for Seth Greenfield

Always professional and friendly.

NPS:

 by Michael Fees on 2013-06-26

Review for Seth Greenfield

It was a excellent visit. You all are such caring group.

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2013-06-26

Review for Peggy Miguet

The offices are clean and comfortable. The staff were friendly and helpful.
My appointment was for cleaning and checkup. Both the hygenist and
dentist were instructional and were helpful in forming a continuing and
updated plan for my dental health. I was pleased with the care I received.

NPS:

 by Bryan Flanigan on 2013-06-26

Review for Peggy Miguet



I was treated like an invited guest to a nice Dinner Party. Always a quality,
professional experience. Over 10 years of experience has built my trust in
Doctor Thomas, his Associates and Staff. I hated to leave after the
treatment was completed!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-06-22

Review for Peggy Miguet

They clean my teeth good.

NPS:

 by Marie Kopan on 2013-06-21

Review for Jessica Buttari

Long time patients, love Dr. Greenfield!

NPS:

 by Terry Boerner on 2013-06-20

Review for Peggy Miguet

Good prophy and exam. Kind and efficient service. Thank you

NPS: N/A

 by Michael J Carovac on 2013-06-17

Review for Jessica Buttari

excellent service and excellent employees!



NPS:

 by Rosalyn Connors on 2013-06-17

Review for Peggy Miguet

Excellent as always.

NPS:

 by Lynda Norsic on 2013-06-16

Review for Jessica Buttari

Awesome staff. My 12 yr old doesn't mind going to the dentist because they
are so nice.

NPS:

 by Robert * Remington on 2013-06-15

Review for Peggy Miguet

I'm very happy with the service and all the personnel that I see there.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-06-14

Review for Seth Greenfield

The person who took did my dental work was very caring and considerate of
how I was doing during the procedure.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2013-06-14

Review for Peggy Miguet

I love the staff, they are always extremely friendly.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-06-13

Review for Peggy Miguet

Been going here for years! Friendly and efficient staff!

NPS:

 by Rick Veil on 2013-06-13

Review for Seth Greenfield

awesome support group

NPS:

 by Jason Price on 2013-06-13

Review for Peggy Miguet

Excellent customer service and excellent dental care

NPS:

 by Ray Kawalec on 2013-06-09

Review for Peggy Miguet

A wonderful experience



NPS:

 by Monica * Barker on 2013-06-08

Review for George Thomas

Dr. Thomas handled my anxiety. Old habits die hard. Everyone in this office
is so kind

NPS:

 by Joan* Biller on 2013-05-29

I feel very confident with the care I receive at Erieview Dental. Peggy, the hygienist is
the best and caring and Dr. Greenfield is thorough and I feel confident with his care.
Thanks to them my dental care is the best.

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2013-05-29

Review for Seth Greenfield

A very experienced and professional group

NPS: N/A

 by Victoria* Smith on 2013-05-28

Review for Peggy Miguet

They were wonderful, answered all my questions, and were very patient
with my 4 yr old! I love how informal they are, well organized, and genuinely
friendly they all are.

NPS:



 by Phyllis* Bendzunas on 2013-05-23

Review for Peggy Miguet

Very thorough cleaning. Always gives me good advice.

NPS:

 by Joyce Russo on 2013-05-23

Review for Temporary Hygienist

As usual, the Erieview Dental experience was pleasant and anxiety-free. I
appreciate that.

NPS:

 by Holly* Headley on 2013-05-20

Review for George Thomas

The staff is always so friendly and efficient. Service is great and I think the
prices are lower than my old dentist. My only regret is not finding this office
sooner. Dr. Thomas has even gotten my husband to stop hating going to the
dentist.

NPS: N/A

 by Kevin Weinbrecht on 2013-05-20

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr. Greenfield and the staff did the work they promised and I spent the rest
of the day forgetting I had even had my fillings replaced earlier in the day.
They are all so professional, efficient, and caring that I almost look forward
to return trips to the dentist!! Almost. : )

NPS:



 by Sarah* Lansing on 2013-05-17

Review for Seth Greenfield

As always visiting the dentist was a great experience.

NPS:

 by Kristen Tarase on 2013-05-16

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr. Greenfield and his staff were polite, professional, and considerate. They
definitely went above and beyond what was necessary to make me feel
comfortable.

NPS: N/A

 by Cheryle Mandac on 2013-05-15

Review for Peggy Miguet

Excellent support staff, kind and gentle dentists and thorough hygienists. My
family and I have been coming to this dentist office for over 12 years and
have never had a single complaint or concern with the care we have
received.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-05-14

Review for Seth Greenfield

I dread seeing the snarky receptionist. No matter how much she tries to fake
that patients matter, her snarkiness comes through. I like my doctor's
personality and professionalism. I also like that I rarely have to sit in the
waiting area and listen to the receptionist - someone promptly calls me back
to a room for my appointment.



NPS:

 by Katie* Cudzilo on 2013-05-13

Review for Peggy Miguet

Great customer service and friendly staff members.

NPS:

 by Michelle Avalos on 2013-05-13

Review for Seth Greenfield

The Dentist and assistants were amazing! I was a little Anxious but they
helpled me thru it.. :)

NPS:

 by Kathleen Allen on 2013-05-11

Review for Seth Greenfield

Dr. Greenfield and all of the staff are highly professional, competent,
painlessly gentle, and congenial.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-05-08

Review for Seth Greenfield

Great!!

NPS:



 by Joseph * Haladyna on 2013-05-04

Review for Jessica Buttari

Always receive professional treatment and services at Erieview Dental.
Highly recommend!

NPS:

 by Kathleen Sterbenz on 2013-05-04

Review for Jessica Buttari

As always, comfortable, friendly, and professional !

NPS:

 by Barbara * Wiget on 2013-05-04

Review for Temporary Hygienist

The staff and Dr. Greenfield are professional and friendly taking great care
to make sure my dental health is attained.

NPS:

 by John Gardner on 2013-04-30

Review for Temporary Hygienist

Excellent, caring service from everyone, always

NPS:

 by Michael Kovacs on 2013-04-27

Review for Seth Greenfield



As always Dr. Greenfield is the best and all the staff is friendly & efficient.

NPS:

 by Mary Tripodo on 2013-04-27

Review for Peggy Miguet

I'm amazed by the awesome people who work here at Erieview! They are
kind and caring, and so considerate of my comfort every time I am there. I
wouldn't ever consider going anywhere else!

NPS:

 by Rick Veil on 2013-04-26

perfect

NPS:

 by Sarah* Lansing on 2013-04-25

How can I not love the Dentist. They don't weigh me, I get to hear what a great job I
do of keepingmy mouth clean, and I get told what a beautiful smile I have. &lt;3 it!

NPS:

 by Devin Hamilton on 2013-04-22

great staff and great place

NPS:

 by Wanda Lawrence on 2013-04-21



everything went great

NPS:

 by Holly* Headley on 2013-04-20

The staff and the service at Erieview are amazing! I only wish I had found them
sooner.

NPS:

 by David Soeder on 2013-04-17

great

NPS:

 by Barbara Bester Morse on 2013-04-16

Everything went very well.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-04-16

Fabulous!!

NPS:

 by Marlon* Hamilton on 2013-04-12

great place



NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-04-12

Staff is professional and efficient and work through scheduling problems without
drama. Doctor George Thomas is the Best I have ever worked with from my home
locations in Ohio, North Carolina and Kentucky. He drives a quality Dental Care
process that takes surprises and need for urgent visits out of the experience.

NPS:

 by Deborah Leikala on 2013-04-11

Staff is super! Dr. Thomas is so caring and his injections do not hurt!!I look forward to
going to the dentist

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-04-11

Always great service

NPS:

 by Jeffery Kenyon on 2013-04-10

The office is clean and nice , the employees are great , always wait too long for my
appointment tho, hardly ever on time.

NPS:

 by Betty Walsh on 2013-04-09



As always, when I go to Erieview Dental, from the time you enter the door until you
leave, you are treated very well by everyone. It is a clean and bright office and
everyone is very well trained to do their particular jobs. They have the latest in
technology and are always striving to do the very best they possibly can for their
patients!

NPS:

 by Kevin Weinbrecht on 2013-04-09

They got me in for an emergency because a large filling fell out. Dr. Greenfield and
the staff took care of me and even put in a crown at short notice so that I avoided a
return scheduling. They've Scheduled me in May to replace the filling on the other
side and after this experience I'm sure it's necessary. : )

NPS:

 by Jermaine Hamilton on 2013-04-07

great job

NPS:

 by Mary Beth Hilborn on 2013-03-28

As always, an excellent and friendly team

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2013-03-28

I had been out of town for an extended period of time so I hadn't scheduled my
cleaning appointment. I called when I got home and was able to get an appt.
immediately. Peggy is great and very thorough. She is very helpful answering my
questions and making suggestions about caring for my teeth. I feel that she really
cares about me and my oral health. All of the staff is friendly and helpful.



NPS:

 by Jennifer Kenyon on 2013-03-26

Very Friendly and nice office . Only problem - always behind on scheduled
appointments.

NPS:

 by C. Lee Stitzel on 2013-03-26

I was very pleased with the service I received.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-03-22

Excellent from the minute you walk in until the minute you leave. Christi and Peggy
are awesome!

NPS: N/A

 by Craig Price on 2013-03-21

Your office is great you take very good care of me from the time I enter to the time I
leave keep up the great service Thanks Craig

NPS: N/A

 by Michelle Osborne on 2013-03-21



It was great! My two teeth they worked on look great and they told me everything they
were doing and asked if I was OK the whole time. It was a quick and painless
procedure (two cavities filled on my front teeth) just a little pinch during the Novocaine
injection. Which is to be expected. :)

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2013-03-21

Could not be happier!! Dr. Thomas is the best!

NPS:

 by Sheila Hynes on 2013-03-20

Excellent care and service.

NPS:

 by Robert Katona on 2013-03-20

Great service and great people!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-03-15

The Dental Hygienist did not seem to spend much time polishing my teeth.

NPS:

 by Danny Crasto on 2013-03-15



Best Dental Care EVER!

NPS:

 by Lee Skully on 2013-03-15

Friendly, competent, focused and professional!

NPS: N/A

 by Deborah Leikala on 2013-03-14

The staff at Erieview Dental is awsome! The staff is so cheerful whenever I visit. They
make me comfortable and relaxed! It is a pleasure to go to the dentist!

NPS:

 by Michelle Osborne on 2013-03-14

They are the nicest people ever! Peggy is great! My husband goes there and he really
likes them, he says they always remember his name at the front desk. This was my
first time there as well as my 3 yr old daughter. She did excellent and was very calm
because of Peggy. Peggy made her feel very comfortable, she was great with her!
Peggy and both dentists were very nice and gentle with us. :)

NPS: N/A

 by William Goellner on 2013-03-14

Great experience!

NPS:

 by Mary Lucha on 2013-03-13



Just love you all, from the front desk all the way to that back room where i always end
up.LOL You are all awesome.keep up the good work!!

NPS:

 by Richard Hogan on 2013-03-13

have been going there since1997. Fantastic,honest and great work by Dr Thomas
and entire staff.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-03-09

The lady that took me back accused me of pulling out my own filling, when I told her
that my orthodontist did it. Then she said that it could have fallen out because I hadn't
been there in a while. That's when I told her I play a lot of sports and am always busy
and have no time!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-03-08

Wonderful care!

NPS:

 by Ronald* Wells on 2013-03-08

Excellent, Everyone was very courteous and work I had done was great.

NPS:



 by Anon on 2013-03-07

Wonderful - & all the assistants were so proactive just like Dr. Greenfield!!

NPS:

 by James McNaughton on 2013-03-07

excellent service.

NPS:

 by Shannon Tackett on 2013-03-06

After years of being terrified of the dentist I am happy to say that I will gladly go back
to Dr. Greenfield. He was so patient and pleasent to work with.

NPS:

 by Julie * Furlong Jones on 2013-03-06

As always, it's a pleasure to deal with the professionals at Erieview Dental!!! I am very
happy with the results and never thought I would enjoy going to the dentist!!!

NPS:

 by Larisa Goldman on 2013-03-04

Great Service and care.

NPS:

 by James Williamson on 2013-03-01



I like this place a lot. Friendly staff, relatively quick visits, very close to the office, and
e-mail reminders on appointments. What's not to like?

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-02-28

Wonderful, wonderful - expected many after effects & did not experience any severe
discomfort - no need for pain meds. - thanks to the experienced work of Dr.
Greenfield & his "upbeat" & engaging staff.

NPS:

 by Robert Curtis on 2013-02-28

Love the cinnamon - thanks Peggy!

NPS:

 by Danny Crasto on 2013-02-22

The staff and Doctor "G" are truly the best and are remarkably kind, professional and
skilled at what they do. My wife referred me to them a couple of years ago and our
twins will be patients there soon!

NPS:

 by Sherrie Ann Cook on 2013-02-21

I have special medical issues and they are always addressed by Dr.Greenfield with
respect and concern. I appreciate this very much. I feel comfortable when I come.
You provide excellent services. Sherrie Cook

NPS:



 by Julie * Furlong Jones on 2013-02-21

As always... they are wonderful!!! &lt;3

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-02-19

Awesome Experience, as ALWAYS!!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-02-19

Friendly and explained very clearly all that they were doing. Great first experience

NPS:

 by Betty Walsh on 2013-02-18

As usual, my visit with Peggy and Dr. Greenfield went wonderful. You all are the best!
That why I keep coming there!

NPS:

 by Rolf Geibach on 2013-02-15

No tooth discomfort during my visit

NPS:

 by Steven Tsengas on 2013-02-14



Excellent service!!

NPS:

 by Jon Headley on 2013-02-14

The best staff ever! They make going to the dentist enjoyable. My visits have flown by
they make it quick and painless.

NPS: N/A

 by Katie* Cudzilo on 2013-02-13

I was very impressed by Dr. Greenfield and all of his staff members. They are so
warm, welcoming, friendly and professional. They have excellent customer service.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-02-10

Receptionists was very helpful and they got me in for an appt. very quickly. This was
greatly appreciated since I am new to Mentor and did not have a dentist. I was
refered to another great Dr. who took me quickly for a root canal.

NPS:

 by Jeffery Ruddle on 2013-02-07

Everyone was so friendly and courteous. Also had time to complete some needed
work discovered during cleaning.

NPS:

 by Keeva Hamilton on 2013-02-06



everyone at erieview dental are so great and friendly. thanks for the many years of
caring for my teeth. keep up the good work.

NPS:

 by Cynthia Stewart on 2013-02-06

They are all very friendly, caring, skilled professionals.

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-02-06

Dr. Greenfield was the best ever!

NPS:

 by Sabrina* Stange on 2013-02-04

You guys r awesome!!!!!!

NPS:

 by Edward Stange on 2013-02-02

Dr. Thomas and Crystal were great. Caring attention and straight forward
explainations and information regarding care is top notch! Highly recommended to
anyone else looking for a great dental experience.

NPS:

 by Rolf Geibach on 2013-02-01



Teeth cleaning was quick and painless.

NPS:

 by Linda Coffman on 2013-01-31

You were all great! I'll be back.

NPS:

 by Harry* Baker on 2013-01-31

I had a very good visit and liked how Dr.Thomas took care of me. The people on his
staff are the greatest.

NPS:

 by Michael Fees on 2013-01-31

As always I enjoy seeing the doctor and all the staff. Igetsuchgreat care I can't
possibly cover all the cudos. Thank you all.

NPS:

 by Julie * Furlong Jones on 2013-01-25

Everyone is great at Erieview Dental!!!

NPS:

 by Jon Paul Osborne on 2013-01-24

Your staff is always pleasant professional and courteous. I would recommend anyone
to your office.



NPS: N/A

 by Judith Fern on 2013-01-22

I love Erieview Dental. The experience is great from the minute you walk in and are
greeted by the receptionist! The staff is friendly and personable!! They are extremely
efficient and I am always in and out in a lunch hour!

NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-01-22

Excellent pain free

NPS:

 by Devin Hamilton on 2013-01-20

staff is very kind and helpful always. keep up the great work and continue to trive.

NPS:

 by Sharon McDevitt on 2013-01-18

I was in high anxiety mode and you brought me in right away and worked your magic.
Thanks .... Sharon

NPS:

 by Ron Patrick on 2013-01-18

Excellent staff, excellent treatment. It is a pleasure to be a patient with Erieview
Dental. They are kind, considerate and professional.



NPS:

 by Anon on 2013-01-17

I would recommend Erieview Dental to all my friends. I had a wonderful experience.
Very friendly atmosphere.

NPS: N/A

 by Rosalyn Connors on 2012-11-30

Everything was excellent as usual..... Cristie & Pam are so nice.... Peggy rocks!!! She
always does a great job, tells me I'm doing well @ keeping them clean in between
appointments & also fun. Tells me about anything I need to work on & about products
that might help w my mouth or teeth. I have been going to Erieside Dental for years
and I will always go there for my dental care.

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2012-11-29

The Jessica's make going to the dentist fun! They are both great!!

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2012-11-28

Everyone is very pleasant and easy to talk to. Always a great experience.

NPS: N/A

 by Mena Orris on 2012-11-25

Very nice staff!



NPS:

 by Nicole Leavens on 2012-11-23

You guys are always good at explaining things and working well with clients. Really
appreciate all you do!

NPS: N/A

 by Connie * Concoby on 2012-11-21

Always a good experiance..Friendly and helpfull..Dr. Thomas called last night to
check on me..Ment alot. You guys are the BEST!!!

NPS: N/A

 by Ewan Delbridge on 2012-11-18

very good experience. My sincere apologies for being late. It wont happen again.

NPS: N/A

 by Victoria* Smith on 2012-11-15

My daughter and I went together (she is 3), and the staff was super nice to her and
made her feel so comfortable she opened wide and said Ahhh! The dentist has great
"bed-side manners" as he will tell you what he's going to do and what it will feel like
BEFORE he does anything! He also reminds me that I am in charge and if I need a
break, just raise my hand. These are the best dentists I have ever been to - and
having been military, we've been to a lot.

NPS: N/A



 by Julie * Furlong Jones on 2012-11-15

Everyone from the receptionist to Dr. G are wonderful!! Thank you for the great job!!!
Thanks...no one enjoys going to the dentist...but Dr. G, makes it as pleasant as it can
be!!!

NPS: N/A

 by Darren Lach on 2012-11-14

Very professional and easy to work with. Dr Greenfield did an excellent job on current
difficult cavity. No pain and very limited swelling after. Great job, thanks

NPS: N/A

 by Craig Price on 2012-11-13

Thanks so much for the quick service and repair you sent me on my way With my
smile back. thanks to everyone

NPS: N/A

 by Jamie * Tavano on 2012-11-07

I like the virtually "no wait" waiting room. Excellent service and care from the front
desk to the dental chair.

NPS: N/A

 by Elizabeth Carovac on 2012-11-04

I am so greatful that my husband took me to ErieView Dental years ago. I have had
bad experiences elsewhere and when I came to you I was the biggest scaredy cat
you ever met. Know, I am in heaven, I love Peggy the hygienest who always takes
good care of me , Christi the office receptionist who is awesome with scheduling my
difficult appointment and Dr. Greenfield who is so patient with me. Thank you all.
Elizabeth Carovac



NPS: N/A

 by Sylvia* Floro on 2012-10-22

I could not be happier with the dental care that I am receiving. Dr. Greenfield and staff
are first class all the way. My husband has been trying to get me to go there for a
couple of years because you have done wonders with his dental care. Words can't
express how excited I am to get that great smile I used to have back. Thanks for
caring about the patients you serve. Sylvia Floro

NPS:

 by Keeva Hamilton on 2012-10-17

The staff at the office was very helpful, efficient, friendly, kind and made my visit
great. Thanks erieview staff

NPS: N/A

 by Ray Kawalec on 2012-10-16

relaxing and painless as usual

NPS: N/A

 by Kori Rich on 2012-10-14

I have been seeing Dr. Greenfield and his staff for over 3 years. Truly the best dentist
I have come across. His staff is wonderful, friendly and professional. It's nice to have
a dentist listen to your concerns and address them with a step by step treatment plan.
I have been referring my friends and family to this practice.

NPS: N/A



 by Victoria Carrig on 2012-10-10

The care I received at Erieview Dental was wonderful. The staff is always very kind.
They greet me by name every time I come in. They are flexible with their scheduling
too. Keep up the good work!

NPS: N/A

 by Jackie Smith on 2012-10-04

IMPRESSED WITH THEIR DENTAL KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE, AND PATIENCE
TO "MAKE THEIR WORK 100%" RIGHT.

NPS: N/A

 by Gayle Cutright on 2012-10-02

Dr. Thomas and staff are the best!

NPS: N/A

 by Charlotte Mazur on 2012-09-28

Peggy is always so upbeat and gentle. She makes teeth cleaning a pleasant
experience. Dr. Greenfield is the best! Always keeps me informed of what needs to
be done and figures out the best way to save me money.

NPS: N/A

 by Egidio Lunardi on 2012-09-26

I have alaways been very happy with my dentist, Dr. Greenfield, and every one else
working at the Erieview Dental Facility.They all do a great job and deserve an A+.
Thank you all, Egidio ( Eddie ) Lunardi

NPS: N/A



 by Anon on 2012-09-25

Very clean office. Very profession ,friendly staff. Very organized and thorough !

NPS: N/A

 by Lori* Guzzi on 2012-09-21

As always everyone was great. Made to feel very comfortable and I really appreciate
that.

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2012-09-20

This is a big step for me and you are making it less stressful. Thank you.

NPS: N/A

 by Veronica Nunez on 2012-09-19

They are a great crew. Keep you entertained as they work on you. I'll keep going
back and referring anyone who needs a dentist.

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2012-09-19

awesome staff!! Very friendly from the time you go in until the time you leave!

NPS: N/A



 by Anon on 2012-09-11

You made me feel comfortable and treated me with kindness and respect.

NPS: N/A

 by Sarah* Lansing on 2012-09-07

I had zero pain or discomfort following. Left feeling good and still feel great! Thanks

NPS: N/A

 by Cadrienne Lewis on 2012-09-07

Teeth cleaning & x-rays today - everything is great. Worked with Peggy and Dr.
Thomas this time and like everyone else at the office, they were friendly and patient. I
just love Christy.

NPS: N/A

 by Debra Spang on 2012-09-01

As always will recommend Dr Greenfield and his staff to all my friends and family.
Had a great appointment, and expertise and friendly visit.

NPS: N/A

 by Beverly Petro on 2012-08-23

I just appreciate being a patient. I know my health will be taken very seriously, my
fears comforted and my giggle bone exercised. It's also like a family visit. Thanks.
Mean alot.

NPS: N/A



 by Aaron Taylor on 2012-08-14

Had a great visit. Everyone was very friendly and did a great job. Thanks!

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2012-08-14

Everyone is always very nice, the service is great and they get you in and out on your
lunch break. I have been going here for 6 years now and though the dentist is not my
favortie place, I don't mind going because I know the experience will be good. Thank
you

NPS: N/A

 by Mary Beth Hilborn on 2012-08-09

Always a great experience from the minute I walk in the door!

NPS: N/A

 by Larisa Goldman on 2012-08-08

Dr. Seth Greenfield and his team are doing excellent job. I am ten years customer
and I am very happy about it. My doctor and his team provide great care and
available any time I need help.

NPS: N/A

 by Devin Hamilton on 2012-08-02

everyone took care of me

NPS: N/A



 by Rosalyn Connors on 2012-07-31

Experience was excellent as it always is.

NPS: N/A

 by Ralph Slaw on 2012-07-29

The entire treatment was perfect. I still have some discomfort in the cheek; but, it is
healing.

NPS: N/A

 by Tracy Horch on 2012-07-27

Always no problems! Everyone is wonderful there! I really appreciated and enjoyed Dr
Thomas showing me the screen work for my cap and letting me watch it being
'sculpted'! It's the 1st filling or cap that didn't hurt for a week afterwards! Christie is a
wonderful 'welcomer'!

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2012-07-26

A great reprieve from dealing with the military dentists I've had to see in the past.

NPS: N/A

 by Amy Olson on 2012-07-23

As always, staff is friendly and efficient. Dr. Greenfield is the best dentist I have ever
encountered!

NPS: N/A



 by EDWARD WARD on 2012-07-19

JUST WANTED TO THANK ERIEVIEW DENTAL FOR SUCH PROFESSIONALISM.
DR. THOMAS AND HIS TEAM, WHO WORKED ON ME LAST NIGHT WERE
OUTSTANDING. THEY WERE EFFICIENT AND COMMUNICATED TO ME WHAT
WAS GOING TO BE DONE. THEY ARE ALSO OUTSTANDING WITH MY 8 YEAR
OLD DAUGHTER. I WOULD RECCOMEND HIS DENTAL PRACTICE TO ANY
INDIVIDUAL WHO NEEDS DENTAL WORK. GREAT CUSTOMER SERVICE AND
FRIENDLY STAFF TRANSLATES TO A STRESS FREE DENTAL ENVIRONMENT

NPS: N/A

 by Edward Ward on 2012-07-19

JUST WANTED TO THANK ERIEVIEW DENTAL FOR SUCH PROFESSIONALISM.
DR. THOMAS AND HIS TEAM, WHO WORKED ON ME LAST NIGHT WERE
OUTSTANDING. THEY WERE EFFICIENT AND COMMUNICATED TO ME WHAT
WAS GOING TO BE DONE. THEY ARE ALSO OUTSTANDING WITH MY 8 YEAR
OLD DAUGHTER. I WOULD RECCOMEND HIS DENTAL PRACTICE TO ANY
INDIVIDUAL WHO NEEDS DENTAL WORK. GREAT CUSTOMER SERVICE AND
FRIENDLY STAFF TRANSLATES TO A STRESS FREE DENTAL ENVIRONMENT

NPS: N/A

 by LaShaun Moore on 2012-07-18

The staff and Dentists at Erieview are great. This was my first visit and I will refer the
rest of my family and friends.

NPS: N/A

 by Ray Kawalec on 2012-07-03

Peggy did a great job

NPS: N/A



 by Marie Kopan on 2012-06-30

Love the entire staff of Erieview! Such wonderful service for the entire family!

NPS: N/A

 by Sandra Zikursh on 2012-06-28

Very caring, efficient and understanding

NPS: N/A

 by Bruce Scrimshaw on 2012-06-26

Dr. Greenfield did a fabulous job on my procedure. He interacts very well, is
forthcoming with information, and really puts you at ease. All of the staff at Erieview
Dental are very personable and professional. I always get excellent service. I highly
recommend Erieview Dental!

NPS: N/A

 by Douglas* Leikala on 2012-06-22

GREAT! ! ! ! !

NPS: N/A

 by Bryan Flanigan on 2012-06-16

Dr Thomas is fabulous, treats my whole family like his family. I feel lke royalty from
teh time I arrive until I leave. Pricing for services is reasonable and comes with a
bonus of top notch work, preventive dentistry and unmatched emergency service
when I need it. Peggy ! Wonderful, you want to get to your appointment early to not
miss any of the attention and good dental care advice! Office Staff - real professionals
keep the process running smooth and flexible!

NPS: N/A



 by Erika Loucka on 2012-06-13

Thanks again for great service!!! Getting the filling was no big deal- thanks!

NPS: N/A

 by Joyce Russo on 2012-06-13

I dreaded the long appointment, and thought about postponing it. But Dr. Greenfield
and his able assistant made a potentially horrid dental experience one that I am not
afraid to repeat.

NPS: N/A

 by Jack * Skelly on 2012-06-06

Always above and beyond. I have complete confidence in dr. Thomas. The entire
staff is always friendly and professional.

NPS: N/A

 by Jonathan* Hudson on 2012-06-01

The waiting and work areas are clean, the people friendly, and professional work is
conducted quickly and efficiently. My prognosis is always tailored to my own limits of
maintenance and participation. I would not hesitate to recommend Erieview Dental to
anyone for fine dental health.

NPS: N/A

 by Phyllis* Bendzunas on 2012-05-31

I'm always happy with the care I receive from Dr. Thomas.



NPS: N/A

 by Bonnie Cottrell on 2012-05-24

Always put at ease and given information to make future decisions on any dental
work I may need. All the team very personal from greeting to final consultation.

NPS: N/A

 by Joseph Reese on 2012-05-23

i really liked the service

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2012-05-22

Good job by the staff

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2012-05-18

Dr. Greenfield is the best dentist and the staff is great.

NPS: N/A

 by Francis* Barrish on 2012-05-10

I was taken in right on time for my appointment and had my prep work done in a
timely fashion. My doctor reviewed a discussion from my last visit and proceeded with
adjustments. He fully explained how I can keep the teeth I have as long as possible
and what future options will be available to me. He was very considerate of my
personal circumstances were...thank you Dr.



NPS: N/A

 by Mary Ann Gustincic on 2012-05-08

Everyone was extremely nice, the doctor actually made time for me, and they are
very prompt, you do not have to sit and wait, which I find refreshing. He talked with
me, understood what I was looking for and gave it him utmost attention.I have never
had such a great experience with any dentist or doctor for that matter.

NPS: N/A

 by Cynthia Stewart on 2012-05-06

Everyone is professional and friendly. I have full confidence in their respective
abilities and know that they will do the best job possible. I would highly recommend
them all. Thanks for doing a great job.

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2012-05-04

Went in and got a crown and a couple of fillings. They did an excellent job and were
professional and made going to the dentist easy and comfortable. They do a really
good job.

NPS: N/A

 by Robin Simek on 2012-04-28

Erieview dental is the only dentist that made me feel completely comfortable. They
make sure that's the first pryority. What else can I say. The staff is amazing. Dr
greenfield is my hero. He fixed my teeth better than they were before. So I thank you
ALL from the bottom of my heart.

NPS: N/A



 by Patricia Cassell on 2012-04-27

had tooth pulled and no pain was happy and work done professional thanks

NPS: N/A

 by Scott Woodside on 2012-04-21

Dr. Thomas and team are the best I've every had the privaledge of meeting! Simply
put, Cares about your pain and addresses it with gentle car; professional skill is
exemplimentary to say the least, state of the art equipment makes the whole process
less painful, quicker, lasting and precise. Absolutely the best; hands down! These
folks really do love what they do and it shows!!!!!

NPS: N/A

 by Bryan Flanigan on 2012-04-20

I have used the services of Erieview Dental for 10+ years. My family has followed my
lead and are all patients. I have never been disappointed with the quality of the dental
work and find that the staff exceeds my expectations on a regular basis. I am
healthier and my quality of life is at a higher level because I have placed my trust in
their Dental and associated Medical expertise. Pricing and schedule flexibility is very
fair and I frankly look forward to my visits, like visiting my Best Friends! I will never
forget the Friday early evening in 2010, when I called Dr Thomas on his cell phone
with an urgent issue with a chipped tooth. I was hoping to get a commitment for a
Monday appointment. Within 60 minutes his office was back open for me and after a
few hours of work, the pain was eliminated, and my tooth was prepped for the final
restoration. As you can imagine a much happier weekend was the result. Erieview
Dental is a professional team that makes every visit seem like it is your first visit!

NPS: N/A

 by Jeff Ruddle on 2012-04-19

Polite and professional staff. I left feeling confident I received a thorough examination.
Dr. Greenfield took time to explain procedure during follow-up visit.

NPS: N/A



 by Anon on 2012-04-18

I had a great visit as usual. The staff are all very friendly and professional. I hear from
random others that they dread going to the dentist (not this dental practice of course).
Luckily I cannot relate to them. I don't mind going to the dentist at all :)

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2012-04-17

I'v been a patient at Erieview Dental for about nine years. What a wonderful
experience from the start. Peggy, my dental hygenist, has just been great with her
caring and informative nature ensuring my understanding on care for my teeth. After
the many years of going to other dentists, Peggy was the one who noticed that I had
been grinding my teeth at night. I was shocked and sadden that I did not receive the
kind of attention and care Erieview Dental offers from other dentists, especially after
sharing my concerns of things that I noticed with my teeth. With Peggy and Dr.
Greenfield's help and encouragment, we have been able to protect the health of my
teeth. Due to our relationship I am well informed on what signs to look for regarding
dental health and a great dental team. I am very thankful because my little daughter
will benefit greatly from my gained knowledge to protect her teeth as well. Erieview
was recommended to me by a former co-worker and I have never regreted my
decision. If you are looking for a great dentist, this is the place to go. No issue is too
small or great for them to take the time to ensure that you receive the best care.

NPS: N/A

 by Lina Trexler on 2012-04-14

your office has the nicest people and they never keep you waiting, the dentist is
always concerned about my discomfort, and I thank him for that. I have recomended
friends to your office. Thanks again.

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2012-04-14



I was terrified to go to the dentist. I had several bad experiences which made my
reluctance to go even stronger. Part of my tooth broke off a year ago. No big deal, I
had no pain so i didn't have to go to a dentist. A week ago half that tooth broke off. It
was time to bite the bullet. Eriview Dental was referred to me, so I relluctantly made
an appointment. The staff is great, and Dr. Znidarsic is truly the dentist for cowards.
He is so nice and friendly and took the time to explain things and totally put me at
ease. He fixed my tooth on the spot. It looks great, AND I didn't feel anything!!!
Because of him I plan to have more work done, without fear, and will schedule routine
visits. Thank you Dr. Znidarsic !!

NPS: N/A

 by Anon on 2012-04-13

I had not been to a dentist in 15 years. I had plenty of work that needed to be done in
my mouth. I dreaded the thought of that drill noise and the pain that follows. could not
have been more pleased with the lack of pain and level of care. anytime I needed a
break I got one. My teeth are better than they have been in a decade. thank you
Erieview Dental

NPS: N/A


